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Abstract

The fol1owing research depicts the perceptions and perspectives ofthirteen

teachers and two principals anticipating the implementation of the Curriculum Reform in

Quebec schools. It aims to provide insight into teachers' perceptions ofhow the

anticipation of change, induced by the Refonn, is affecting them. It also seeks to provide

an in-depth understanding of the world and its relations with others teaching in the

context ofchange that is being brought on by the Reform in schools.

This qualitative research takes into consideration two specifie questions: What is

the lived experience of teachers during the anticipation of the implementation of the

Reform? What is the perception ofteachers towards the Reform?

Thirteen teachers and two administrators were interviewed. each representing at

least one of the elementary, secondary. and high school vocational sectors of the English

public education system of greater Montreal. These interviews look place during the FaU

of 1999.
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Resumé

Cette recherche a pour but de découvrir les perceptions et perspectives de treize

enseignants et deux dirigeants envers l'anticipation du changement qui sera introduit par

la nouvelle réforme de curriculum des écoles publiques québécoises. Ce travail pénètre la

perspicacité des enseignants selon leurs pensées de comment ils se voient affectés par le

changement induit par cette réfonne. La présente a aussi l'intention de fournir une

profonde compréhension du monde entier et son rapport avec ceux qui enseignent dans un

contexte de changement mené par la réfonne de curriculum.

Cette recherche qualitative prend en considération deux questions spécifiques:

Quelle est l'expérience vécue par les enseignants pendant l'anticipation de la mise en

oeuvre de cette réforme'? Quelle est la perception de ces quinze enseignants envers la

réforme?

Treize enseignants et deux dirigeants ont été interviewés. chacun représentant au

moins l'un des secteurs publics scolaires du primaire. secondaire. et fonnation

professionnel des écoles anglophones de la grande région montréalaise. Les interviews

on eu lieu pendant l'automne 1999.
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Study

ln the past., educators have often been referred to as agents of change. Now. with

the introduction of the Refonn., teachers will be encouraged to become facilitators of

change. (Smith & foster, 1999) Teachers will no longer simply apply change: they will

be encouraged to initiate change. The refonn oftoday is offering teachers and parents

more participatory roles. The teacher is the mediator between change and continuity and

is required to make a differentiation between what is fleeting and what is considered

essential. In sa doing, the teacher prepares students to make such distinctions for

themselves. (Wiener. 1999)

Yet faced with change, many teachers are resistant, a nonnal human reaction

given the reality that they only possess partial understanding of the implications of the

current refonns. coupled with deep suspicion for the perceived intentions of the Refonn.

Could it he otherwise. given the history of years of compounding cutbacks
and the top-down reforms of the 80s, during which teachers \Vere treated
as the problem. not the solution? The only time that teachers were seen as
the solution was when the governrnent called upon them to agree to eut the
henefits oftheir collective agreement in order to reduce the deficit.
(Wiener. 1999. p. 277)

1have aimed. in carrying out this research. to better understand the perceptions

and perspectives of a few teachers; their lived experience during this time of change

anticipation. and how this has affected them. Through better understanding, people can

help themselves and others deal with the Refonn. The success of the Refonn revolves

around the ability ofteachers and the government to rise above a history of conflict and

mistrust and build a very different working relationship over the next several years.

(Wiener. 1999) A working relationship that fosters trust. openness. and dialogue is
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crucial. In valuing and listening to what teachers have to say, this research may constitute

but one of the many steps towards open dialogue.

Although Ministry of Education publications, newspapers, teachers' association

publications, professional joumals, and School Board workshops have provided sorne

elaboration on the Refonn, there have been gaps in the distribution of infonnation. This

gapped infonnation has reached many critical participants, however due to its

incompleteness~ sorne of these people have felt that information is being withheld from

them. In my opinion, the best way ta remedy these feelings of malaise may be ta build

capacity for dialogue among ail the important players of the Refonn. Those involved in

building a school cornmunity expect ta be kept abreast of changes, whether negative or

positive. Maintaining open and transparent communication is just as important during the

process of change as during its initiation. (Sturge Sparkes, 1999)

Given my present raIe as a teacher. 1am particularly interested in how other

tcachers are responding ta the anticipation of change ta be brought on by the Refonn.

am interested in discovering the perception and perspectives of teachers towards

accepting change as it is manifested in the Refonn.

In order to rnake sense of the Refonn proposed and adapt it to their own paradigm,

teachers must be able to state and discuss their beliefs, doubts. and hesitation. (Brossard,

1999) It is important that educators be given an ongoing torum throughout the different

stages associated with the implementation of the Reform.

Through listening to what educators have to say, 1wish to enrich the repertoire of

social construction and hopefully help ethers in tonning questions rather than necessarily

finding answers. ft is important ta note that in qualitative research, the main concern is

with the individual, not just aggregates, and thus ail research findings are tentative.
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(Donmoyer~ 1990) Il is hoped that the information presented will guide ail leaders and

players involved in the implementation of the Reform to take action that willlead to

success.

Pumose

The purpose ofthis research was to depict the perceptions and perspectives of the

fifteen participants towards the change anticipated by the Refonn. Il aimed to provide

insight into these particular teachers' perceptions of how anticipated change, induced by

the Refonn, is experienced by them.

The implementation of the Refonn in Quebec schools will have an impact on

teachers and their work. Little is known about how teachers and principals will respond

to this change. It is hoped that this research will provide an in-depth understanding of

teachers and their experiences in the process ofdealing with this change. This knowledge

may facilitate greater awareness of the implementation strategies associated with the

Refonn.

Rationale

The perceptions and perspectives of people participating in a refonn such as that

ofQuebec's will sorne way or other influence those responsible in the Refonn~s

implementation at every stage and juncture. (Witherell and Noddings, 1991) Listening to

others encourages dialogue. [t is through open dialogue that the search for perspectives to

solve problems becomes a mutual one and marked with appropriate signs of reciprocity.

Dialogue penetrates the barriers to understanding and perceiving of what is actually

happening around us.
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Research Methodology

This qualitative research takes into consideration two specifie questions: What is

the perception of the participants towards the Refonn? What is the lived experience of

the participants during the anticipated implementation of the Refonn?

The research methodology seeks to elicit a mode of inquiry into a subject matter

that is evolving and ongoing. It presents alternative perceptions and perspectives and

enables participants in developing new ways ofthinking and talking about ideas that

guide their thinking and actions. (Donmoyer, 1990) As such, qualitative research is

aimed at conceptualizing phenomenon that is not already weil understood, in this case,

the perceptions and perspectives of teachers regarding their knowledge of the Refonn.

This research has respected the guidelines established by the McGilI University

Faculty of Education. (Refer to Appendix A for the McGill Statement of Ethics.)
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Chapter Two: A BriefHistory of Educational Refonn in Quebec and
a Review of Literature on the Change Process

[n arder to grasp a better understanding of the changes that teachers will be

experiencing, a briefdiscussion of the underlying philosophy of the Refonn. the Reform

itself, and the Change Process will be covered in this chapter. 1will refer to school-based

management as the underlying theory of the Refonn. 1will talk about the distribution of

power within the Quebec education system and how the Goveming Board is the most

apparent change. Next, 1will trace the evolution of the Curriculum Refonn in Quebec

and discuss the various studies that have paved the road to the proposed Reform and its

general orientation. Lastly, 1will discuss the Change Process and its implications for

those teachers involved in implementing the Curriculum Reform.

Underlying Philosophy of the Reform

The present movement to restore power and influence to the schools has come al a

time when there is a renewal of faith in the ability of principals and teachers to develop

and implement effective solutions to the problems faced by schools in Quebec. This is

school-based management or also referred to as site-based leadership. lt stems from the

belief that those closest to the scene know best what the local school problems are, and

are also the best informed about what solutions will or will not work. This movement is

more than simply allowing principals and teachers more input into decision-making and

policy setting. It places decision-making back at the schoollevel. (Reynolds, 1997) ln

Quebec, it is the recommendations of the Estates General that pushed legislative action

towards implementation of linguistic school boards and a new division of power among

the key stakeholders of the education system. (Smith. Foster and Donahue. 1999)
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The overall govemance framework remains the same in Quebec. Authority is

exercised at the centrallevel by the Ministère de l'Éducation (MEQ), at the intennediate

level by the different school boards, and al the locallevels by the individual schools. It is

at the local schoollevel that the exercise ofauthority changes significantly, along with the

distribution ofpowers between school boards and schools. (Smith, Foster, and Donahue.

1999)

In Quebec, the School Goveming Board is the most apparent change. The School

Goveming Board replaces the former Orientation Committee, which under the old

system, was largely a schoollevel advisory body. The new Goveming Board is

composed mainly of parents and school staff in equal numbers, plus two non-voting

community representatives. At the senior secondary level, two non-voting student

members are included. Parents are elected at an annual meeting of parents held in

September, at which a Parent Participation Committee is established. The Parent

Participation Committee is meant to replace the old School Committee. At the senior

secondary level there is also provision in the Education Act to establish a Student

Committee. The Parent Participation Committee and the Student Committee both

exercise supportive roles. The authority to govern the schoollies solely in the hands of

the members of the goveming board. (Smith. Foster, and Donahue. 1990)

The Curriculum Reform ofOuebec

This is the third wave of Curriculum Refonn in Quebec over the past thirty years.

The tirst educational refonns began during the Quiet Revolution of the 1960s. The

changes were initiated by the recommendations of the Parent Report. This Refonn

introduced a new elementary and secondary educational structure, eliminated separate

secondary streams, recommended activist methods in elementary school, and established
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comprehensive high schools, and subject promotion. Henchey (1999) stated that ifthis

tirst refonn was a modemizing and opening up of curriculum, the second wave, which

occurred in the late 1970s and early 1980s, involved centralization ofcontrol and detailed

programs~ reflecting the back-to-basics movement.

The present Refonn is an attempt to address criticisms of the existing programs.

Mainly, the Commission of the Estates General in its 1996 report made these criticisms.

These included: (1) excessive detail in programs; (2) too much centralization: (3) too

little opportunity for schools to adapt to local needs; (4) too linle rigor especially in basic

literacyand numeracy; (5) low rate of school retention; and (6) a mismatch bet\veen

schooling and the labour market. Nevertheless, Henchey (1999) stated that Quebec leads

Canadian provinces in mathematics perfonnance and is one of the few provinces in which

literacy levels are loosely connected ta socio-economic status.

The Refonn in Quebec has much in common with the refonns taking place in

other parts of Canada. the United States. and other industrialized nations. The general

orientation is as follo\\'s (Henchey, 1999, page 228):

1. greater stress on standards. accountability and student success:

2. definition of essentialleaming expectations (outcomes/results/benchmarks) to be
attained at different levels of the system;

3. shift of responsibilities from the bureaucracies of systems and school boards to the
individual school:

4. recognition of the importance of the role of the school staff in curriculum
development:

5. rethinking of the focus and essential content ofvarious subject areas:

6. emphasis on cross-curricular and interdisciplinary leaming:

7. integration of information and communication technologies:
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8. introduction of new approaches to assessment and reporting;

9. more effective involvement of parents and the community; and

10. doser links among objectives, programs, teaching and assessment.

The Refonn progressed through a sequence of rePOrts and policy papers, which

started in 1994 with a briefby the Conseil supérieur de l'éducation (CSE) and the Corbo

Report (1994) on leaming profiles (Task Force on elementary and Secondary School

Leaming Profiles, 1994). Next came the report of the Estates General on Education

(Commission for the Estates General, 1996) and the Inchauspé Report on curriculum

refonn (Task Force on Curriculum Refonn, 1997). These three reports have built the

foundation of the Quebec Refonn. (Henchey, 1999)

The basic blueprint of the Curriculum Refonn is the policy document: Ouebec

Schools on Course (MEQ, 1997) issued by the Ministère de l'Éducation. From here the

Commission des programmes d'études (Curriculum Council) was established. which

fixed a schedule for the development and implementation of programs and a set of

general guidelines (Commission des programmes d'études. 1998) The highlights of the

curriculum (Henchey. 2000) are as follows:

1. From Access to Success:
There is a shift in emphasis from access to leaming to success in leaming. This
involves clear expectations. clear indicators of success. and clear responsibilities
of schools and the education system.

2. Structure:
Cycles 1 to 4 (grades 1 through 9) comprise common basic education; Cycle 5
(grades 10 and Il) provides greater demarcation of program through options.

3. Diploma:
The Diploma of Secondary Education at the end of secondary school will be the
same for everyone: youths and adults -- French and English.
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4. Responsibilities:
Programs are prepared by the MEQ and approved by the Commission des
programmes d'études and the Confessional Cornrnittees. The MEQ is responsible
for development of study programs: planning, writing, translating into English.
field-testing, and submitting the programs to the Commission des programmes
d'études prior to approval by the MEQ.

5. Phases:
The process includes four phases: (a) design, (b) field testing, (c) implementation.
and (d) ongoing development.

6. Involvement:
Stress is placed on the involvement of all partners in education, especially
teachers and school administrators.

7. Results:
In Cycles 1 to 4, programs are to be built around results expected at the end of

each cycle (rather than each year). Leaming objectives refer to the learning to be
achieved at the end of a cycle. ft is up to teachers to decide how leaming is to be
organized within a cycle.

8. Coordination:
Results should be coordinated with expectations in the same subject in the
previous and subsequent cycles and with other subjects in the same cycle: failure
to coordinate objectives is seen as one of the major problems in the current
Curriculum structure.

9. Focus on Essential Learning:
Programs should include relatively few essential objectives: they should not
include methods and detailed specifications (like intennediate objectives) nor any
speci fic teaching approach, but they May suggest enrichment objectives.
Programs include infonnation on the evaluation of objectives.

10. Percent ofTime:
Programs will detennine 75~/o of learning activity: the remaining 25% (i.e. the
equivalent of 1 + days per week) is left to the teacher and the scheel for
enrichment activities.

Il. Adaptation:
Schools must have the leeway needed to adapt teaching to varieus contexts and to

ensure mastery of the learning defined in the programs.

12. Program Specification:
These include: (a) background situation (expectations 0 f mi1ieu. cultural
dimension of the program, etc.), (b) detailed table ofcontents. (c) resources used
for program development, (d) calendar of steps in the development of the
program.
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13. Preparation of Programs:
Programs are to be prepared by teams. which include a majority ofteachers as
weil as administrators, consultants, and subject matter specialists.

14. Programs:
Programs should include: (a) intellectual and methodological approaches.
(h) relevant cross-curricular competencies, (c) work inside and outside ofschools,
(d) relevant documents and works, (e) use of infonnation and communications
technologies.

15. Timetable:
Provisional program specifications are sent to the Commission for approval
according to a fixed timetable, beginning in March 1999 (e.g. Elementary English
language of instruction) through August 2001 (e.g. Cycle 5 mathematics and
science). When approved, provisional programs are field tested throughout
Quebec. Programs are corrected, sent to the commission for review and to the
Minister for approval. Program implementation will begin in September 1999
(but individual schools may wait until 2000) and the process will be completed in
2002-2003 for elementary programs and 2005-2006 for secondary programs.

16. Lanl!Uage and Mathematics:
Greater stress is placed on the language of instruction and on mathematics than in
existing programs.

17. Immersion:
French Immersion Programs are recognized as an option within the overall
program framework.

18. Content Selection:
Leaming content is selected upon the basis of research data and shared views.

19. Content Re~examined:
The content of aIl programs need to be re~examined to take into account current
thinking. practice. and research in the subject and to build in ncw links with cross
curricular objectives or other subject areas. There is a need to propose new
perspectives and to question received ideas.

20. New Combinations:
The proposaIs include sorne new subject combinations: (a) science and
technology, (b) physical education and health. (c) history and civics.

21. Cultural Component:
Emphasis is placed on the cultural component of curriculum in ail areas. Leaming
context officially inc1udes cultural appreciation. especially of the most noteworthy
cultural works and productions of various origins and from different eras.
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22. Cross-Curricular Learning:
The cross-curricular skills and themes are the responsibility of the whole school
community, led by the principal, and they form part of the educational project of
the school approved and reviewed by the Goveming Board; the Goveming Board
must ensure the acquisition ofcross-curricular competencies.

Understanding Change

Next 1will discuss the change process, which aIl Quebec teachers will

experience in one way or another thrOUgh the implementation of the Education Refonn.

Change is the process of four stages (Pugh, 1996): (1) the development of concern.

(2) getting acknowledgment and understanding of the problems. (3) planning and acting.

and (4) stabilizing change.

The development of concem stage involves problem-solving, leading to

legitimizing the notion of change and getting it on the corporate agenda. In schools this is

usually created by promoting a caring and cooperative atmosphere (team spirit). focusing

on student needs. encouraging teachers who think interdisciplinary - across the

curriculum -- rather than departmentally. and encouraging staff. student. and community

involvement - participation in decision-making. (Lambert, 1998)

The getting of acknowledgment and understanding for the problems stage

involves building a climate of opinion necessary for change. This is a long process.

which requires many iterations and overcoming blocks and unpredictable areas of

movement along the way. [t is important that the administration plant a seed. present new

ideas and changes during staff meetings, and create task force committees to include aIl

parties in the smooth implementation ofchange. (Reynolds, 1997)

In the planning and acting stage it is very important to establish a desired future

state of the organization around which planning can take place and commitment be
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generated. In this stage ail staff should be convinced of the benefits of change.

(Sergiovanni, 1990)

In the stabilizing change stage administration needs to ensure that the rewards.

infonnation flows, and pattern of power and authority support the new change. (Lambert.

1998)

According to Pugh (1996), the five key problems in managing change are:

(1) assessing the environment, (2) leading change, (3) linking strategie and operational

change, (4) treating human resources as both assets and Iiabilities. and (5) developing a

coherentapproach.

In assessing the environment of a school it is important to understand the vanous

purposeful activities of ail its participants - administrators. teachers. staff -- as a

continuous learning process. These participants' understanding will influence the choice

of school activities and will determine the school environment. (Lambert. 1998) (Senge.

1999)

Thus, it is important for administration to understand the environment. which is

composed of the community: (parents, employers. teachers, etc.) After ail. the students

are being trained to enter and function within this same environment. (Lambert, 1998)

The second problem of leading change involves building a climate accepting of

change within the school and building the capability to mount the change. (Senge, 1999)

Implementing open communication and building trust between administration and the

teachers may establish this. (Senge. 1999) This same trust should he also developed

between the community and board. One person or one single program cannot accomplish

this. Il involves the emergence over a period of years of new leaders both at the top and

al the lower levels of the school. (Sergiovanni, 1990)
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The next problem of Iinking strategy and operations is not easy, since the

implementation of strategie intentions over rime transfonns them. Attention is required to

eosure that the operational aspects do not undermine the geoeral strategyas a whole. ··A

major problem is that both strategie and operational change processes have to happen

over the same time span and inevitably become 'political' as they press for change and

meet opposition." (Pugh~ 1996, pp. 195-6)

Il is important to understaod that human resources are both assets and liabilities

at the same time and to take appropriate action accordingly. Leaders of an

organization should provide the knowledge base for learning and unlearning when the

established conceptions and skills are no longer appropriate. (Senge, 1999)

According ta Wiener (1999), aIl teachers should be trained for the new curriculum

program and teachers should be encouraged to make changes in their teaching methods.

This will make many teachers concemed that they do not have the proper resources and

allotted time for planning new courses.

To accommodate this refonn, teachers are expected to broaden their specialization
so that at the elementary level, henceforth divided into three two-year cycles. it
becomes the norm for a group of students to remain with the same homeroom
teacher for two years. At the secondary level, teachers emerging trom university
are expected to specialize in at least two different areas and ail teachers are to
receive training in managing an inclusive c1assroom accommodating students with
various types of physical challenges and learning disabilities. (p. 264)

Wiener further stated that teachers are positive about MEQ promises to introduce

programs only when new and appropriate materials are available in English and changes

are piloted prior to full-scale implementation. He indicates that the MEQ has set aside ten

million dollars to assist school boards with the implementation and retraining of teachers.

Teachers are not full y aware that they constitute a majority within the curriculum-writing
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committees. The identities ofappointed teachers are largely unknown to their colleagues.

because they are seIected by the MEQ upon recommendation of the school boards.

(Wiener, 1999)

[t is important that ail stakeholders (teachers, board members, parents, students,

employers) feel that they participated in the planning. By feeling part of the planning. the

stakeholders will not be resistant to change and will ensure action is taken to achieve

goals and vision. (Senge, 1999) Gagnon (1998) stated that integration requires the

participation of those who must leam to apply new ways ofdoing things.

Brossard (1999) emphasized the importance of the commitment of aIl partners.

and especiaIly of those in the schools, to the basis of the Refonn. The distribution of

infonnation is not enough. AlI must be convinced the refonn is necessary and that it is

answering real needs.

It is extremely important that change be planned in a way that if there is a

turnaround in staff: goals are not stunted or eut. A pattern of relationships has ta he

established that does not depend on one sole leader or persan. Brossard (1999) stated that

infonnation is much better received and assimilated by people who are given the

opportunity to make connections between their prior practice and the new orientations.

The last problem is coherence: the ability to hold the organization together while

simultaneously reshaping it. Four elements of strategie thinking are required:

(1) Consistency in ensuring that the attempts to tackle existing problems
do not contain internai contradictions. (2) Consonance: the strategy should
be weIl adapted to the environment. (3) Competitive advantage: the
strategyaimed for should give comparative advantage in the market.
(4) Feasibility of the strategy in the resources needed. (Pugh~ 1996,
p. 197)
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Dealing With Change

According to Lambert (1998), it is extremely important that teachers keep abreast

ofchanges affecting the environment within which they work. Teachers should update

their knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and curriculum. They must also learn how

to adapt to organizational change and develop the necessary knowledge, skills, and

attitudes to take part in the educational choices made by their individual schools. to work

with students and parents, to sit on School Goveming Boards, and to collaborate with

other school staff.

According to Senge (1999), fear of change is understandable, but because the

environment is ever changing at a rapid pace, and has been doing so at an increasing rate,

schools cannot afford not to change and neither cao individual educators. (FuJIan. 1993)

One major task of educators in key leadership roles is to implement change. This entails

overcoming resistance to it. (Senge. 1999) (Fullan, 1993)

As in any change implementation such as the Refonn, people must real ize that, at

present, it is a period oftraiI and error. Freeland (1999) stated that one of the major

challenges of the refonn of education in Quebec is to move away from the one-size-fits

ail. People must be prepared to encounter problems and that efforts may take longer than

expected and desired. (Fullan. 1993) This factor at times brings down morale and causes

a great deal of emational upheaval. (Senge. 1999) A large amaunt of reassurance is

needed from school administrators. The typical expressions of concems about

innovations are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Stages ofConcem
Typical Expressions ofConcern Aboul An Innovation

(Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin, HalL (987)

Stages ofConcern Expressions ofConcern

6. Refocusing [ have sorne ideas about something that
would work even better.

5. Collaboration How cao [ relate what [ am doing to what
others are doing?

4. Consequence How is my use affecting kids? How can 1
retine it to have more impact?

.,
Management [ seem to be spending aH my time getting,j.

material ready.

2. Personal How will using it affect me?

l. Informational 1would Iike to know more about il.

o. Awareness 1am not concerned about il.

•

When organizational changes, such as the Refonn are initiated, sorne fonn of

human resistance will be encountered, even if people believe it is for the best. (Rabbins &

Finley, 1997) Even with this knowledge few teachers and administrators take the time to

reflect before ernbarking on the joumey of change. (Lambert 1998) According to Senge

(1999), it is important to make the time to assess possible resistance to change. Too often

over generalizations are made on how groups such as teachers. administrators, and

parents will reacl. No matter. the fact remains that each individual will react differently

to change: from passive resistance, ta aggressive undennining acts, and to full-fledged

commitrnent in embracing it. (Senge 1999)
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The four most common reactions to anticipated change are: (1) the desire to

prevent losing something ofvalue; (2) misunderstanding of the change and its

implications; (3) believing the change endeavours are inappropriate; and (4) simply

possessing a low tolerance for change. (Senge, 1999) (Robbins & Finley, 1997)

Preventing the Loss of Something of Value

According to Senge (1999), a major reason people resist organizational changes

such as the Reform is that they believe they will lose something of value. [n this scenario.

people focus on their own best interests not on the total school organization. This type of

resistance often results in PQlitical behaviour. Usually political behaviour takes shape in

two or more camps publicly fighting using subtle means. Often it occurs under the

surface of public dialogue and may escalate to power struggles. (Fullan, 1993)

Misunderstanding of Change and Its [mplications

Senge (1999) stated that people also tend to resist change when they do not

understand its full implications and perceive that it may cost them more than they will

gain. This oceurs when trust is lacking between people initiating change and those

affeeted and/or partieipating in change. (Fullan, 1993) (Lambert, 1998)

Aceording to Lambert (1998), few sehool organizations have been able to acquire

a high level of trust between its teachers and superiors; much is to blame on labour

disputes, the relinquishing of power, and Iack of dialogue. Consequently.

rnisunderstandings towards the change endeavours develop. It is extremely important that

administrators clarify misunderstandings on the onset. [f not. these misunderstandings

will lead to resistanee. (Sergiovanni, 1990)
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Harbouring Beliefs Change is Inappropriate

It seems that people also resist change because they perceive things differently

from others. (Booth, 1999) A teacher's paradigm will be different from that of an

administrator, student, or parent. People initiating change view more benefits, not only

for themselves, but the organization as a whole. (Booth, 1997)

Leaders ofchange often assume that they have all the required information to

conduct a needs analysis and that those being affected possess the same facts. In reality.

the difference in information often leads to different analysis, and this results in

resistance. (Fullan. 1993)

Even the best schools, polarization arises between those who are actively
involved in change efforts and those who are holding back. A typica!
missing piece in refonn efforts is a comprehensive information system that
involves everyone at their varied stages of thinking and talking about the
issues at hand. A communication system needs to keep ail infonned and
involved through what are known as feedback loops. (Lambert. 1998.
p. 19)

Fullan (1993) stated that leaders initiating change must realize that. if those not

initiating change cao make a more accurate analysis. resistance becomes a good thing. In

short, leaders should realize that resistance is not always such a bad thing that must be

fought.

Low Tolerance For Change

According to Senge (1999), another reason people resist change is because they

fear they will not be able to cope with the development of new skills and behaviour

required. HTo sorne degree. everyone has fears of exposure, ofmaking a mistake, of

showing ignorance and of accidentally hurting others through inappropriate candor and
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behaviour.H (p.242) ft appears according to Robbins and Finley (1997), and Booth

(1997), individuals are limited in their ability to change, sorne more than others.

Booth (1997) stated that a major obstacle in an organizational change, such as this

one, is the participant's inability to change their attitudes and behaviour as rapidly as

required. Even educational professionals and scholars with aIl their understanding of the

change process encounter emotional inability to make the necessary transition. It is this

limitation that makes people resist, even when they understand its requirement.

According to Senge (1999). often people resist for reasons they are unaware of or

do not consciously understand. He a1so stated that at other times, people continue to

resist simply ta save face, they cannot admit they were or are wrong.

Most serious change initiatives eventually come up against issues
embedded in our prevailing system of management. These include
managers' commitment to change as long as it doesn't affect them:
'undiscussable' topics that feel risky ta talk about: and the ingrained habit
of attacking symptoms and ignoring deeper, systematic causes of
problems. (Booth, 1999, p. 9)

As said by Fullan (1993), in the beginning of a change initiative such as the

Refonn. it is important to accept resistance and to perceive it as an opportunity. not

something bad that must be squelched on the onset. Both Lambert (1998) and

Sergiovanni ( 1996) emphasized that open communication. participation. and supportive

leaders are key ingredients for the successful implementation of educational refonns.

Communication

According to Senge (1999). Lambert (1998), and Sergiovanni (1992), the most

important solution to overcome resistance is ta educate - infonn - people through

presenting opportunities for dialogue. Through communication of ideas. people begin to

see the need for change. Infonnation cao be passed on through one-an-one discussions.
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group presentations, or simple newsletters. The MEQ recognizes this factor and states in

its documentation that ail school personnel and partners ofeducational institutions must

be infonned about the various aspects of the refonn. Table 2 lists the desirable level of

integration according to foeus of training and category of personnel taken from MEQ

documentation.

Table 2
Desirable Level of Integration According to Fecus

Of Training and Category Personnel
(Taken from Supponing the Development afHuman Resaurces, MEQ. February 1999. p. 9)

Orienlation lq:al School Professional
Framework Ol"2lnization Curriculum ComDelencîes

K 1 1 K. E E
Teachers

K 1 1 1. K. E E
Professionais

K K E K E
School
Principals

Education E 1 KarE 1or E E
Consultants

School Board E E E 1 E
Manaeers

Governing K K K K --
Board
~Iembers

General Public 1 1 1 1 --

Legend: 1: Information K: Knowledge E: Expert
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Participation

Lambert (1998) and Senge (1999) insist on the importance of involving aIl

participants - resisters or not -- in the different aspects of the design and implementation

ofchange. [n such situations these people~ once involved. can forestall resistance.

Unfortunately within the Quebec Curriculum Refonn. a lot of the key players have indeed

been involved. but are unaware ofil. For example. teachers' participation on the

curriculum-writing committee was based on school boards recommendations to the MEQ.

while parents' were chosen based on peer voting. The question arises why \Vere teachers

not given the same opportunity? (Refer to Wiener. 1999. p. 265) Through participative

change efforts. leaders of change listen to the people and are able to benefit from their

perspectives and perceptions. Research suggests that participation leads to commitment.

Whole-hearted commitment is important in this change endeavour. Empowerment

through participatory decision-making is an important aspect of the refonn.

Supportive Leaders

According to Lambert (1998) and Senge (1999). leaders must be supportive when

dealing with potential resistance. Leaders must be empathie. This cao be achieved by

providing training in ne\V skills. more time for planning. or simply listening and

providing emotional support. The best way to deal with the symptoms of fear and

anxiety. which is caused by reslstance. is to provide support and training.

Wiener ( 1999) stated that teachers understand that wc live in a knowledge·based

economy whose growth is dependent upon the nurturing ofhuman capital. lt is the school

system. not the fami1y. oot the church. or not private enterprise. that has inherited the

main responsibi1ity for the development of children into fully functioning. productive

citizens. However. littie honour and 1ess re\vard are attached to this major responsibility.
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(Fullan~ 1993) Teaching is the most public profession in the sense ofbeing exposed to

societal scrutiny. [n result~ educational change is extemally driven to an extent that is

qualitatively different from other professions such as law~ engineering. medicine. or

accounting, where the evolution of professional knowledge. and the application of new

technologies. "'For teachers to obtain the full professional recognition they deserve. the

challenge will be to become the proprietors ofrefonn. the agents ofchange dictated by

collegial knowledge. rather than the applicators of imposed innovations." (Wiener. 1999.

p.262)

Conclusion

In this chapter 1have discussed school-based management as empowering those

with a vested interest in education through participatory decision-making. The Quebec

Refonn will bring major change within the exercise of authority at the schooilevei and

distribution of power between the school board and school. The newIy created Governing

Boards will play a pivotai role in school governance.

1have discussed the change process and how it will affect teachers during the

implementation of the Refonn. Resistance towards the Refonn efforts will he a nonnal

reaction, which can he overcome through dialogue. support. and participatory-decision

making.
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology

This research is infonned by the use of a phenomenological perspective in that it

focuses on people's subjective experiences and how they interpret the social world. By

phenomenology it is meant the study ofhow people make sense of and describe the social

world and experience this world through their senses. It is through phenomenology. the

theory behind qualitative research~ that it becomes possible to explore the many ways wc

may experience and meaningfully understand our world as weIl as our relations with

others. We can~ thus, hopefully contribute to a more reflective living. Phenomenology

..... does not produce dogmas or even "theories' in a strong sense of the tenn.

Phenomenology merely shows us what various ranges ofhuman experiences are possible.

what worlds people inhabit. how these experiences may be described. and how language

(ifwe give it its full value) has powers to disclose the worlds in which we dwell."

(Van Manen. 1998)

The Participants

As a teacher~ with classroom experience, and therefore able to relate to other

teachers. 1chose to interview teachers and principals. As front line \vorkers with direct.

individual experience in the practical implementation of the Refonn. teachers and

principals. are in an ideal position to shed light on the strengths and barriers towards its

implementation.

Purposeful sampling was utilized in selecting participants. There are several

different strategies for purposefully selecting information-rich cases. In this particular

study, a small sample was used. (Patton. 1990) The participants \Vere recruited From

members of a c1ass at McGill University and caBs made to various schools within the

Montreal region. Thirteen teachers and two administrators volunteered to participate.
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These people constituted ten high school teachers, three elementary school teachers. and

two elementary school administrators who were former high school teachers.

Instrument of Research

As a researcher my task will he to present ranges of interpretations. rather than

find one correct interpretation. The reader will then make his or her own interpretations

of the truth. (Donmoyer, (990) The essence ofthis research is to arouse questions of

inquiry, rather than specifications or remedies.

In qualitative research the researcher is the instrument. The researcher ls the data

collector. data analyst. and data interpreter. Therefore. as the research instrument. it is

necessary ta rel y on personal perceptions and interpretations. (Patton. (990) ....A person.

that is, a human-as-instrument. is the only instrument. which is flexible enough ta capture

the complexity. subtlety. and constantly changing situation. which is human experience.

And it is human experiences and situations that are the subjects of qualitative research."

(Maykut and Morehouse. 1994, p. 26)

Qualitative inquiry, using the human-as-instrument. is only possible within a

position of indwelling. Indwelling is the ability to understand a person or phenomena

through the understanding of the context that surrounds the person or phenomenon.

(Maykut & Morehouse. (994) It is a descriptive action. Ils objective is to identify or

define a situation. As such the qualitative researcher requires retlective thinking rather

than calculative thinking. Knowledge is based on inclusion - indwelling - rather than

exclusive and distancing. The human-as-instrument builds on tacit knowledge -

knowledge that is unarticulated or unfonnulated - the type of knowledge we have in the

act ofdoing something.
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Data Gathering Methods

Interviews and focus group interviews were used to compile data for this research

project. During October and November 1999, in-depth interviews (forty-five to ninety

minutes) were conducted with thirteen subjects and a focus group interview (forty-five

minutes) was conducted with two subjects. Six interviews were conducted at the

teacher's desk. five in the teacher's lounge, and the remainder over coffee at various

coffee shops. Eleven of the 15 interviews were tape-recorded with the verbal pennission

of the subject. Ail interviews were conducted with the full consent of the participant.

(Refer to Appendix C for the consent fonn.)

Teacher Interview

The interviews were structured in that specifie questions were devised to help the

participants express their perceptions and perspectives towards the change brought on bl'

the Refonn. The participants were encouraged to expand on their answers ta the

questions. (A list of the interview questions appears in Appendix 8.)

Data Analvsis

In analyzing the data. the goal was to accurately describe what was understood

from the interviews and to reconstruct the data in a recognizable reality for the

participants. (Patton. 1990) This task required selection and interpretation of data on my

part. This involved weaving descriptions. participants' words. and personal

interpretations into a descriptive narrative text.

A Constant Comparison approach (Maykut and Morehouse. 1994) was used. Data

were collected in relation to the focus of inquiry. No hypothesis was fonned at the outsel.

thus the relevant variable for data collection was not predetermined. Although standard

questivns were used as a guide. data collected were not grouped according to
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predetennined categories. Topics were analyzed as they emerged from the data itselt: out

ofa process of inductive reasoning. The last stage in the data analysis was to write about

what was heard~ seen and now understood. Data were woven in narrative fonn and sense

was made of the phenomenon under study.

The Constant Comparative Method consists of four stages: (1) Inductive

Category Corling: (2) Refinement of Categories: (3) Exploration of Relationships and

Patterns Across Categories: and (4) Integration and Writing Up the Research. These are

described as fo11ows.

Inductive Category Coding: To begin this process the following tools were used:

index cards. research journal. focus of inquiry sheet. initial discovery sheet of recurring

words, concepts. and themes. At this stage familiarity \Vas attained with the data

collected. Using a large sheet ofpaper placed on the wall ofmy work area. the analysis

was recorded. This \'isual record contributed ta the audit trail. This exercise generated

several pieces 0 f paper.

These recordings \vere rcvie\\ted for recurring concepts and themes. and any idea

combination that overlapped with one another. A prominent idea was selected at this

point. This prominent idea \Vas recorded on an index cardo which was taped ta the lcft

hand side of the large paper. This word or phrase on the discovery sheet became the

provisional category.

Figure 1. First Provisional Coding Category (Maykut. Morehouse. 1994)

1
AITITl:DE Tü\\'ARD 1

CLRRICL LL\1
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Figure 2. Continuing Provisional Coding Category (Maykut, Morehouse, 1994)

AITrrUDE TOWARD
CURRICULUM

Figure 3. Expanding Provisional Coding Category (Maykut, Morehouse, 1994)

AnlTUDE TOWARD KNOWLEDGE

CURRICL: LL'M OF CL'RRfCULUM

EJB Ge=]IllunDai

EJ B

Next. the data cards were carefully scrutinized to see ifone or more cards fit into

the tirst provisional category. [f a fit was found. the card was glued under the category.

Once six to eight cards were accumulated in a category. a rule for the inclusion of

additional data cards was written.

Refinement of Categories: Once a group of six to eight cards was accumulated

into one category. it \\'as important that rules for inclusion be set. The aim was te set a

propositional staternent -- a statement that conveyed the meaning that \Vas contained in

the data cards gathered under one category. Once aIl data cards \Vere categorized. they

were reviewed for any overlap or ambiguity.

Exploration of Relationships and Patterns Across Categories: At this stage~ the

propositions for those cards that stood alone and for those that fonned sai ient
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relationships and patterns were studied. According to Maykut and Morehouse ( 1994).

connecting two or more other propositions formed is called outcorne propositions.

Integration of Data and Writing Up of Research: In this last stage of data analysis.

what had been heard, seen, and understood was written down in a narrative fonn. having

made sense of the phenomenon studied. This analytic process required a rethinking of the

data in an atternpt to produce new insights and greater in-depth understanding. (Maykut

and Morehouse, 1994)

Credibility of Research

[n this research. credibility was established by a systematic use of transcnpts.

adherence to accepted analysis protocol, and intervie\v audits to ensure adherence to

overall procedures. To this end, three aspects of the research process that contribute to

trustworthiness were adopted: (1) multiple methods ofdata collection; (2) building an

audit trail: (3) member checks. (Maykut and Morehouse. 1994)

Multiple Methods of Data Collection: The combination of interviews and

observations. along with reviews of relevant documents increased the likelihood that the

phenomenon - the participants' lived experience during the implementation of the

Refonn --was being understood from various points of view and ways of knowing.

Convergence of patterns in the data from interviews. observations. and documents led to

high confidence in the findings. (Maykut and Morehouse. 1994)

Building an Audit Trail: The original interview transcripts. observation notes. and

analysis methods (also documented) aIl contributed to an audit trail. (Mavkut and

Morehouse. 1994)

Member Checks: A terrn used by Lincoln and Guba (1985) to refer to the process

of asking research participants to state whether the researcher has accurately described
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their experience. For this research, a copy of the transcribed interviews was offered to the

participants for their editing and approvaJ. The participants accepted the data gathered.

(Maykut and Morehouse, 1994)

Limitation of Research

This research is based on the in-depth perception and perspectives of 13

teachers and two principals. Due ta teachers' work ta rule during the 1999 labour

disputes, five elementary schooi teachers withdrew their acceptance to participate in this

study. Another elementary school teacher withdrew since she resigned from the

profession after three years. Thus ten high school teachers, three elementary school

teachers, and two elementary school principals were interviewed. The emphasis on depth

rather than more subjects could be perceived as a limitation.

The subjects represented teachers who were available to the researcher and

who were willing participants. Again. the emphasis in the study was to inquire about the

Reform, not to solve any particular problem associated \Vith the Refann.

ln addition it was not possible ta audiotape aIl the interviews as originally

planned. Eleven of the 15 interviews were taped-recorded. The four athers were

transcribed directly as the interviewed person spoke. This may have resulted in the 10ss

of sorne data.

The most prevalent limitation ofthis research may have simply been bad

timing. In the FaU of 1999 the wark-to-rule policy adopted by the Teachers' Association

interfered with communication of information about the Reform and caused much gapped

infonnation. Recovery is now slowly underway.
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Conclusion

ln this chapter, 1discussed that the study is founded on a phenomenological

perspective, the theory behind qualitative research. Ten high school teachers, three

elementary school teachers, and two e1ementary school administrators were intervie\\'ed

during October and November 1999. 1collected, analyzed, and interpreted the data.
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Chapter Four: Analysis of Results

The data generated in this study came from interviews with nine female and six

male teachers, varying in experience from one to thirty-three years. Each of the

elementary, secondary, and vocational sectors of the English public education system of

the Montreal area was represented. Following is a brief description of the participants.

using pseudonyms, which 1assigned to each.

• Alina:
(female, mid-forties) a business education teacher with five years teaching
experience and previous industry experience.

• Angela:
(female. mid-fifties) a high school science and mathematics teacher with 17 years
of experience.

• Ardley:
(male. late forties) presently an elementary school vice-principal with twenty-
three years experience as a teacher.

• Barbara:
(female. mid-fifties) a high school teacher with thirty-four years experience.

• Bruce:
(male. mid-fifties) high school special education teacher with twenty-nine years
expenence.

• Corey:
(male. mid-fifties) thirty-three years experience as a high school teacher.

• Charles:
(male. early sixties) thirty-four years experience as a high school social science
teacher.

• Emily:
(female. mid-forties) an MBA graduate with nine years experience as a
mathematics and science high school teacher and over five years experience in
industry.

• Fanny:
(female. late thirties) a grade two French immersion teacher, with six years
experience at the elementary schoollevel.
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• Gavin:
(male, early fifties) presently an elementary school principal with twenty-seven
years experience as a teacher and consultant.

• Maureen:
(female, early sixties) an elementary school teacher with thirty years experience.

• Solly:
(male. late twenties) an elementary school teacher with one-year experience.

• Thelma:
(female. early thirties) a social science high school teacher with three years
expenence.

• Adele and Lina:
t\vo (females. late twenties) high school teachers - in special education and the

other a French teacher - both with three years experience. were interviev.."ed
together.

The goal was to understand these panicular teachers' perceptions and perspectives

conceming the changes to be brought on by the implementation of the Refonn: to depict

the lived experience of a teacher during the period of Fall 1999: and to understand our

different meanings of the world and our relation with others.

Knowledge of the Refonn

ln answer to: "Tell me what you know about the Refonn" (Question 2).

participants claimed they did not know much. but once they got talking it seemed that

they did possess sorne infonnation. Two teachers (Angela and Solly) talked about teacher

collaboration - teamwork. Seven teachers ( Ardley. Emily. Maureen. Solly. Thelrna. and

Adele and Lina) made reference to the tenn: cross-curricular leaming. Two teachers

(Emily and Fanny) appeared to be of the opinion that the Refonn is not proposing

anything new. According to these two teachers it seemed that they already practice the

methods being promoted by the Refonn. Only one teacher (Fanny) was aware that

teachers like her initiated the underlying practices being endorsed by the Refonn. One
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administrator, (Ardley) spoke of the Program of Programs and the Program of Studies.

Other notions the participants brought up were cooperative leaming, development of

problem solving skiIls, student discovery, independent thinking, transfer ofleaming to

..,..,
-' -'

•

everyday life, and the use of competencies instead ofobjectives. At this stage, only one

teacher (Bruce) seemed to feel that teachers had not been consulted about the Reform

principles. Another teacher (Charles) talked about the necessity for keeping up \\'ith the

changes of society. the importance ofunderstanding the students' needs, and the need for

teacher training on a continuai basis. Two teachers (Angela and Corey) stated that the

Refonn is a move back to basics -- the 3Rs: reading, writing. and arithrnetic. An

administrator, (Gavin) mentioned how the Reform stems from the masses and that it is

not textbook oriented. Two people (Emily and Gavin) talked about how the Refonn

places focus on how children leam and takes into consideration individualleaming

intelligences. One participant (Maureen) referred to the use of cycles instead of grades.

Two teachers (Emily and Solly) mentioned the notion ofleaming through practice-

leaming by doing. Three participants (Solly, Adele. and Lina) appeared to believe more

hours would be devoted to second language instruction - French in this case. One teacher

(Barbara) stated that she had little interest in leaming about the Refonn since she will be

retiring soon.

[n short. it seemed that the participants did indeed know something about the

Refonn, even though it is in bits and pieces. A listing of the responses to Question 2 is

presented in Appendix D, pp. 73-75.

Source of Information

Question 3 elicited infonnation about the source of participants' knowledge on the

Refonn. The most frequently noted source of information was a memorandum from the
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School Board and Board sponsored workshops (six of the 15 educators). Discussion \vith

other teachers -- word ofmouth -- was the second most frequent source (five of 15).

MEQ publications ranked as the third source of information (three out of 15 educators).

Two teachers indicated the local newspapers (such as The Montreal Gazette), two others

mentioned courses at the university level, and one referred to staff meetings as sources of

infonnation.

In short. participants received infonnation through notices from the School Board.

workshops, word of mouth, MEQ publications, local newspapers. university courses. and

staff meetings. A listing of the responses to Question 3 is presented in Appendix D.

pp. 75-76.

Role Perception

When asked to explain their raIe (question 4) in the Reform. nine out of the 15

participants (Alina. Angela. Barbara, Bruce. Charles. Corey. Emily. Maureen. Sally) did

not knO\V or understand their raie. Only three commented on what they perceived as their

role, they stated: tàcilitator. coordinator. and leader of leaming.

Emily stated:

My raIe. the usual one - l'm going to be the teacher that is responsible for
bringing each student along and encouraging each student ta leam at his or
her own speed. We are supposed ta be facilitators. (p. 76)

Gavin stated:

Manager of pedagogical resources ... As principal. 1 feel 1have a key raie
in my school to provide the right conditions for the retorm to take place 
scheduling, teamwork. and infonnation -Iead the whole process. (p. 76)

Thelma stated:

It is supposed to be aH about the leamer's experience. The teacher will
become the helper - help students process knowledge. The teacher will go
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from the traditional teacher role to a more leadership role, one of
facil itator. (p. 77)

Three participants seemed to feel that they had no input or say with the Reform

proposais (Angela, Charles, and Fanny). (p. 76) One participant (Bruce) appeared to feel

the same way.

Bruce stated: " .. .1 find that teachers are not consulted." (p. 74)

ln short it seems that nine of the participants did not know what their role

was in the Reform, three appear ta perceive their raIes as facilitator, coordinator~ and

leader of leaming. and four teachers seemed ta believe they have had no input in the

Refonn. A listing of the responses to Question 4 is presented in Appendix D, pp. 76-78.

Lived Experience

In describing their lived experience (question 5) only three participants out of the

15 seerned to he experiencing sorne sort of frustration or anxiety (Alina~ Bruce. and

Charles) and one appeared ta prefer the comfort of routine (Corey). Three other

participants appeared to be1ieve they were dealing with students that are difficult to

motivate (Barbara. Adele. and Lina). It looked as if another three have not been affected

by change in any way.

Emily stated:

[ haven~t felt a thing. There has been no significant change. The \Vay we
teach math has changed because there is more technology... [nstead ofme
doing everything for the students it is the students doing the discovery and
leaming new concepts ... if you are a good teacher and you like the
subject~ ail you have to do is guide the students through the right path ...
The theory part is great. but the students need leadership - in the sense of
guidance. If you just feed the students nothing is going to happen. The
students must be active in their leaming. This is not a new thought. For
me there is no change, l've done things this way. ( p.78)

Fanny declared:
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Weil, ifs interesting teaching. 1haven't really hit much problems.
Sometimes 1have a few questions. It is hard to find people to answer my
questions ... It hasn't really changed my teaching practices. It is not hard
to teach in this way, the kids are really into il. [r is not difficult. (p. 78)

Maureen said:

50 far 1have no change to deal with. ['m doing things the way l've
always done them (p. 79)

The two administrators appeared to he busy coordinating and encouraging their

staff with accepting the Refonn' s ideologies.

Ardley states:

My lived experience is taking care of organizational details - making a lot
ofphone caBs to connect the teachers with consultants .. .I1's being the
encourager ofteachers - the facilitator ... ft involves being a mirror, being
a facilitator. being a coach, and getting teachers to think of positive
reasons for involving themselves. Seing able to listen. (p. 77)

Gavin expressed:

... With this working to rule for teachers. it makes it really hard to organize
activities for our staff. 1am ail for the refonn... 1see a lot of positive in
this change and [ am looking for opportunities to have teachers trying
sorne of the ideas ... (p. 78)

[n short the participants seemed to be reacting in two predictable ways:

(1) simply trying ta cope the best they can or (2) using change as an opportunity to better

themselves. At the present moment the participants seem to be concerned with how

change will aftect them on a personal level and task level - gathering material and finding

lime ta prepare new teaching approaches. A listing of the responses to Question 5 is

presented in Appendix D, pp. 77-78.

Dealing With Change

ln answer ta Question 6 a (How are you dealing \Vith change?), it seemed that

overall participants do not like dealing with change on the outset, but once the barrier is
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broken, it became a positive leaming experience. Bruce and Fanny openly expressed this.

Barbara admitted her dislike for change, but goes on ta talk about how the Refonn applies

a more hands-on approach. She complained about the lack ofplanning rime available for

her courses, while Corey and Solly complained how time-consuming course preparation

can be. Two more teachers complained about student motivation (Charles and Solly).

Barbara, Adele. and Lina expressed these same sentiments in Question 5. Alina has

leamed ta survive, Angela is applying her previous knowledge and organizing it

differently. Charles and Thelma are doing the best that they can, Maureen claimed

nothing has changed for her, Adele and Lina seemed to feel that they can adapt as long as

it is something they are competent in teaching. Emily seemed excited about the new

ideas and new teachers coming into the profession. She stated: ~"I find the new teachers

coming in great - they are enthusiastic. energetic. They love kids. They love ta teach.

l'm not frightened. 1 find it invigorating..." (p.79)

The two administrators: Ardley seemed to be playing the raIe of encourager.

Gavin admitted he does not like change. he prefers routine and comfort. Yet he liked the

Reform and its philosophy and he tao is encouraging his teachers.

Interesting to note is Emily's mention that there appears to be t\Vo camps of

teachers: those doser to retirement and those just coming in. Emily also seemed ta

believe that there is no respect for the teaching profession and that like the health sector.

education has been neglected far tao long.

ln short. it appeared that overall participants are resistant ta change. but once the

barrier is broken it becomes a positive leaming experience. The main concems are: time

being consumed for gathering material and planning courses. and motivating students.

Complete responses to Question 6 a are in Appendix D. pp. 78-80.
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In answering (Question 6 b) how their colleagues are dealing with change~

participants actually echoed their own feelings and perceptions. Two teachers (Ardley

and Barbara) seemed to be under the impression teachers need more planning and

reflection time, while one (Charles) appeared to believe there is no material or guidelines

available to teach courses. It was interesting to note that Alina commented that she

perceived camaraderie as not encouraged in her school, Solly stated he did not discuss

such matters with his colleagues. and Corey did not know. Gavin seemed to believe that

the teachers doser to retirement are more reluctant to change. The other participants

(Angela, Bruce, Charles, Emily, Fanny, Maureen~ and Thelma) appeared to take a wait

and see approach~ handling things one day at a time.

Bruce stated:

Teachers are dealing with change the same way 1am - complain tirst and
then do it. (p. 80)

Like Emily, Adele. Lina~ and Gavin, seem to think that teachers closer to

retirement are less motivated to change.

Emily stated:

They are ignoring it. They think it is the same ideas that we had a long
time ago just a new packaging. They've been through a lot of changes in
the system. This is something they will have to deal with and they believe
that this too will pass, just like ail the rest. This is how the older teachers
feel. The newer teachers are more enthusiastic and are ready to take on
new ideas. (p. 80)

ln short. participants seemed to believe more planning and reflection time is

needed for teachers. more collaboration and communication should be encouraged

amongst educators. those close to retirement are more reluctant te change, and overall

teachers are taking a wait and see attitude.
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Taking a look at the answers to (question 6 c) ·'How is the principal dealing with

change?" there appeared to be a communication barrier between administration and

teachers according to five participants. Alina lacks contact with her principal. Angela has

no idea, Solly and Corey's school have just gotten a new principal and have not discussed

the matter, and Maureen has never discussed the topic with her principal. Fanny stated

that her school had a new principal and he appeared to be open. approachable. and

helpful, even if he did not know very much. Four teachers seemed to believe their

principal was simply implementing orders and did not possess full knowledge of the

Reform and its implications.

Bruce stated:

My principal is there to implement the curriculum. He tells us what has to
be done and we do il. He tried to get people to explain ...people at the
school board ... are not available. (p. 81)

Thelma stated:

l'm not sure ... he is responsive in the sense that he knows changes are
coming. but he wants to give the responsibility back to the teachers.
(p. 82)

Adele and Lina stated:

Our principal works weil with change but on an administrative level. not a
pedagogicalleveI. He sirnply reiterates what he's told. (p. 82)

Four of the participants (Carey, Emily. Fanny, and Sally) c1aimed that their school

was under the leadership capacity of a new principal.

In short there seemed ta be a need for better dialogue between administration and

teachers. It appeared principals need more intense training and infonnation. and it

seemed sorne principals are simply carryjng out tasks. not exercising leadership. Also, it

seemed that there is no continuity or occasion for building long~tenn relationships
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between teachers and principals since principals appear to change frequently. A listing of

the responses to Questions 6 b and 6 c are presented in Appendix D, pp. 80-82.

Making Change Easier

ln Questions 7 a and b, which deal with what can be done to make the change

transition easier for colleagues and the principal, it appeared that seven of 15 teachers

would like more training in not only the content but also the process of the Refonn and

they would also like resource materials. [t can be concluded that the main concem of the

participants is how to go about implementing the Refonn. Alina suggested a monthly

newsIetter to infonn aIl educators. Barbara appeared to feel that more support services

were needed for students and screening students would be beneficial. She also seemed to

feel that teaching is not a valued profession. Charles appeared to believe that teachers'

participation (input) in the planning and training of ail teachers would be beneficial.

Emily appeared to also believe the support of consultants, administrators. and the MEQ is

important.

[n short the participants seemed to believe more training is needed in not onfy

content, but process. Teachers also need support.

Not many participants felt able to answer the question of what can be done to

make the change transition easier on their principal (Question 7 c). Five participants

answered that training and acquiring infonnation was important for the principal in order

to help and support teachers.

Corey stated:

...The principal is supposed to he at the forefront of what is happening at
his school pedagogically. His responsibility is to find out what changes
are to occur and get the necessary resources to update his teachers
properly... (p. 85)
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In short the participants seemed to believe that the principal should get training

and information in order to support teachers. Complete responses to Questions 7 a. 7 b.

and 7 c are in Appendix D, pp. 82-85.

About the Refonn

Through Question 8, it appeared that 10 out of the 15 participants believed the

Refonn is a good thing. Four participants seemed to believe that the Refonn gears the

curriculum to the individual student and their leaming (Alina, Carey, Emily, and Gavin).

It appeared that Ardley believed the Reform has good intentions, but would he more

beneficial if it was implemented at a slo\ver place. Bruce. Corey. and Fanny, appeared to

believe the Refonn is keeping up with the changes of society. Sally, Adele. and Lina

appeared less enthusiastic than the rest of the participants.

Solly stated:

rm skeptical in general. 1don 't believe that much of what is being
attempted is going to have a bearing schools such as this one... (p. 86)

Adele and Lina stated:

The same old program ... Ifs old material with a new presentation...
(p. 86)

In short. il seemed that the participants approved of the Reform. Complete

responses to Question 8 are available in Appendix D. pp. 85-86.

Referring to Question 9, overall participants appeared ta believe that the Refonn

would succeed in one way or another. Forty percent of the participants seemed ta think

that success will only be achieved if aIl the parties involved are committed, working

together, and weil infonned and prepared. (Alina, Angela. Charles. Gavin, Solly. and

Thelma). Fanny. seemed to have doubts because of Union problems, but hoped it will

succeed. Ardley appeared to believe it would succeed in the long rune Emily appeared to
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believe it depends on how success is measured and that anything that benefits students is

a success. Coreyand Maureen seemed ta believe the Refonn would have limited success.

Adele and Lina appeared to be under the impression that success or not, the Refonn is

here to stay. Refer ta Appendix D, pp. 87-88 for participants' responses to Question 9.

[n short it appeared that the participants believed the Refonn would succeed with

the commitment of aIl key participants who should ail be weil informed and trained.

The Change Process

Through Question 10. it seemed that the participants felt that the change process

consists ofusing different paradigms to solve problems. Five participants (Corey. Fanny.

Gavin, Solly, and Thelma) appeared to believe this.

Corey stated:

Change is a different approach to soIving problems. (p. 88)

Fanny stated:

.. .it involves leaming sornething new. Trying something different.
Looking at the results and hopefully you'll notice sorne change... (p. 89)

Gavin stated:

Il is the ability to question the status quo. to look at things as they could be
otherwise. (p. 89)

Solly stated:
Growth - challenge of one's commonly held convictions. (p. 89)

Thelma stated:
... new ways of seeing things ... Using something old in a different way.
(p. 89)

Four participants (Angela. Bruce. Adele. and Lina) appeared to believe it is a

period of adjustment: trial and error. Three other participants (Angela. Ardley. and

Charles) seemed to believe that the change process requires commitment and
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collaboration fromall: administration, teachers~ students, parents, and employers. Two

participants (Alina and Emily) gave the impression to be in the opinion that tcachers

require the support and infonnation from administration and the MEQ. Two other

participants (Barbara and Emily) appeared to recognize the stages of the change process

as resistance, adapting process, and acceptance. Refer to Appendix D for aIl participants

answers on pp. 87-89.

In short, the change process seemed to be the application of using new paradigms

to solve problems. Change is only possible through the commitment of the stakeholders.

Administration and MEQ should support, encourage, and keep teachers infonned during

the different steps of the way. The change process involves resistance. adapting, and

acceptance.

ln question II. it appeared that participants were experiencing the first stage of

change and its symptoms. which are frustration, anger, ambivalence. cynicism.

overwhelmed. worry. fright. and confusion. Twelve out of the 15 participants (Angela.

Ardley, Barbara. Bruce. Charles. Carey. Emily. Fanny. Solly. Thelma. Adele. and Lina)

mentioned the above symptoms. Three participants (Fanny. Gavin. and Maureen) also

seemed interested and excited about the Reforrn.

Ardley stated:

With teachers. l've ... seen them display many ... diffèrent emotions.
There is excitement. enthusiasm. there is ambivalence. and sorne cynicism.
There are many teachers dealing \Vith a sense ofbeing overwhelmed...
(p. 89)

Emily stated:

Questioning, putting up baniers and resistance. (p. 90)
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Gavin stated:

Excitement! 1find it is a wonderful opportunity to bring your staff
together around a common project. (p. 90)

ln short it appeared that the participants are feeling the three basic emotions that

people go through during the first stage ofchange: uncertainty, fear, and regret rnixed

with enthusiasm.

The answers to question 11 b are similar to that ofquestion Il a. (These two

questions compare the participants feelings on change with those of their colleagues.)

Usually when people discuss the behaviour of others they are actually discussing theirs.

Frustration, feeling ofbeing overwhelmed, facing unpleasantness. anxiety, need for

reassurance, mode of inquiry, and rnixed feelings of excitement and fright \\'ere

expressed.

ln short it seemed that the participants need continuous support and reassurance

from their superiors and peers. Refer to Appendix D, pp. 80-92. for participants' answers

to Questions Il a. b. and c.

Question 12 a addressed the participants' behaviour in face of change. Two

participants (Angela and Emily) seemed to believe that they could handle change. Two

more participants (Fanny and Thelma) appeared to be interested. but gol frustrated when

they could not find answers. Interestingly. Bruce gave the impression to believe that his

own experience had made him more empathetic towards his students. Barbara appeared

to find the experience draining, Charles seemed to believe he has become more negative.

Maureen appeared interested. but found change unnecessary, and Thelma seemed to have

rnixed feelings: interested and scared.
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In short, fear and frustration were expressed when dealing with this unknown

experimental periode Refer to Appendix 0, pp. 93-94 for participants' responses to

Question 12 a.

The answers to Question 12 b were sirnilar to that of 12 a. A sense of resistance.

unhappiness, tiredness and working harder seemed to prevail among seven participants

(Angela, Barbara Bruce, Corey, Fanny, Gavin, and Thelma). It appeared that sorne

younger teachers would like to leave the profession according Barbara, Adele. and Lina.

(Refer to Appendix D, pp. 94-95, for participants' responses.)

In Question 12 c the participants are asked to note their principal's behaviour

towards change. It seemed three teacher participants (Barbara. Fanny, and Maureen)

were under the leadership of a new principal and the two administrator participants

(Ardley and Gavin) interviewed were new at their job. This appeared to create a problem

ofconsistency and ability to build trust. Six panicipants (Alina, Bruce. Charles. Corey.

Adele, and Lina) seemed to believe their principal was not approachable or simply

carrying-out orders. It appeared there was a lack of leadership capacity.

In short. it appeared that principals were basically perceived as enthusiastic about

the change. but just as confused and frustrated by the limited infonnation and resources as

the teachers were. Principals need training and support trom their own superiors in order

to do the same for their subordinates. They basically have the same needs as teachers

they need support and reassurance. Refer to Appendix D, pp. 95-96. for the participants'

responses to Question 12 c.

Reaction to Reform Kev Terms

Question 13 takes key words from the Refonn and asks the participants to

describe what cornes to mind upon hearing: Teacher Leadership Capacity. Teamwork.
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Communication, Participatory Decision Making, Teacher Empowennent, Lifelong

Learning, Cross-curricuIar Leaming, and Success for AIL

Teacher Leadership Capacity

Four participants (Barbara, Charles, Gavin, and Thelma) appeared to view

Teacher Leadership Capacity as more participation in decision-making on the curriculum.

tools to be used, and methods to be implemented. ft seemed that three participants

(Bruce, Corey, and Emily) believed leadership capacity is part ofteaching. Three

participants (Fanny, Adele. and Lina) appeared to be1ieve that it exists only within their

c1assrooms. Solly gave the impression that teachers cannot be leaders without

collaboration. Alina seemed to perceive Teacher Leadership Capacity as teachers being

role models to other teachers. Angela appeared to believe that teachers need guidance on

how to develop leadership skills. Ardley gave the impression that teachers should be

encouraged to take on leadership roles and those that do should be valued. To Maureen.

Teacher Leadership Capacity appeared to conjure a sentiment of more work.

In short. leadership capacity is more than shared decision-making. It is broad

based, skillful participation. It involves shared leaming that leads to shared purpose and

action. lt means that under leadership capacity there is no one leader. but a community of

leaders: teachers, principals. students, parents. and a11 those with a vested interest in

students' success. (Lambert. 1998) Refer to Appendix D. pp. 96-97, for participants'

responses to Question 13 a.
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Teamwork

The teachers interviewed basically agreed that the success of the Refonn

depended on the teachers' abilities to work together as team players. Sharing infonnation

and working collaboratively together is an important part of the teaching profession.

Refer to Appendix D, pp. 97-98, for participants' responses to Question 13 b.

ln short, shared work that is not skillfully done may be nonproductive since it

focuses on complaints and tales ofatypical students. The leadership skiIls needed for

teamwork involve the ability to develop a shared sense of purpose with colleagues.

facilitate group processes, communicate well, understand transition and change and their

affects on people. mediate conflict, and hold a keen understanding of adult learning from

a constructivist point of view. Such point-of-view enables people to create mutual trust,

hear each other out, ask questions and look for answers together. and make sense of their

common work. IndividuaI teachers can learn these perspectives and skills through

observation and guided practice, coaching, skill focused dialogue, and training.

(Lambert. 1998)

Communication

Overall it seemed that communication is essential amongst ail the main

stakeholders working within schools: students. parents. teachers. principals. and

administrators, for the Refonn to succeed. Solly appeared to believe that teachers should

be able to express their opinions without fear of repercussion. Bruce and Fanny seemed

to think that at the moment communication is not trickling do\vn to their level of the

hierarchy. Three participants (Charles, Adele, and Line) appeared to believe that
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communication is quite poor between them and their administration. Refer to

Appendix D, pp. 98-99, for participants' responses to Question 13 c.

Ardley, a vice-principal, stated:

.,. We have to keep channels open. 1have to be able to hear frustration. 1
know that sometimes there is leadership style that says 1don't want to hear
your problems. Weil 1have to he able to hear people's problems. 1have
to be able to communicate concerns of the staff. And so, two-way
channels have to be kept open ail the way through. (p. 98)

In short, it seemed that a typical missing piece in many reforms efforts is a

comprehensive infonnation system that involves everyone at their varied stages of

thinking and talking about issues at hand. An effective communication system should

keep aIl informed and involved through feedhack loops. Information needs to accumu]ate

and he reinterpreted as it moves through the school. Infonnation cannot solely be

disseminated through written memos or announced al one tàculty meeting. It is essential

that small. personal conversations take place about things that are happening in the

school. how people are thinking and feeling about these developments. what ideas are

occurring to them~ and what meanings are emerging. Information is disseminated through

both fonnal (data and evidence) and infonnal (feedback loop conversations). (Lambert.

1998)

Participatory Decision-Making

Overall. participants (Alina. Angela, Ardley, Fanny. and Gavin) seemed to believe

that participatory decision-making entails people working together~ being valued as

individuals~ and working together collaboratively towards a consensus. Three

participants (Bruce, Charles~ and Corey) appeared to feel that their inputs are not valued

or encouraged, while twa others (Adele and Lina) appeared to feel that not only did
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administration not listen to them, but that teachers with more seniority had more power

and influence over those with less seniority. Three participants (Barbara. Maureen. and

Solly) appeared to feel that participatory decision-making could not be accomplished due

to time constraints and inability for teachers to meel. Emily appeared to believe that

participatory decision-making is student-centred. For participants' responses to

Question 13 d, refer to Appendix D, pp. 99-100.

To help instill the concept of participatory decision-making, Governing Boards

have been created within Quebec schools. Goveming Boards are charged with the

authority to facilitate the decision-making processes in the school. Through mutual

agreement they will make sorne decisions directly and take others to the whole faculty.

Multiple groups are also required. This may include collaborative action research groups,

such as ad hoc groups that aIl faculties serve on at least once. and grade-Ievel and

interdisciplinary teams. (Lambert. 1998)

[n short. the participants appeared to believe that participatory decision-rnaking is

an important aspect for the success of the Refonn. but unfortunately not being exercised

properly.

Teacher Empowerment

Four participants (Angela. Ardley. Maureen. and Thelma) seemed ta think that

empowennent cornes from the ability ta take charge of the content and pracess of how the

curriculum is going ta be presented ta the students. Alina seemed ta see this as

delegating power ta students and Thelma appeared ta view this as teachers having more

sayon what is going on. It was assumed that seven participants (Barbara, Bruce, Charles,

Carey, Emily, Adele, and Lina) believed that teachers have no power and are not valued
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as professional or individuals, they are expected to simply carryout orders. Three

participants (Fanny, Adele, and Lina) appeared to think they have power only within their

cIassrooms. Refer to Appendix D, pp. 100-10l, for answers to Question 13 e.

In short, the key to improving schools is to enable teachers by giving them the

discretion, support, and preparation, and guidance necessary to get their job done.

Enabling teachers is an important aspect ofteacher empowennent. It is the efforts of

principals, teachers, parents, and students together who will make the difference in

building quality schools. (Sergiovanni, 1990) Empowering teachers has less to do with

rights and more to do with responsibilities. Value-added leadership involves

empowerment. enablement, and enhancement. Empowennent is practiced when authority

and obligations are shared in a way that authorizes and legitimizes action. It increases

responsibility and accountability. Enablement is practiced when means and opportunities

are provided and obstacles removed pennitting empowered people to make things

happen. to become successful. Unless enablement accompanies empowennent.

empowerment becomes a burden and indicators of effectiveness become illusions.

Followers' roles are enhanced when empowennent and enablement are practiced and the

leader's role is enhanced as a result. The leader's role is transformed from manager of

workers to leader of leaders. Role enhancement. for both the follower and leader. results

in increased commitment high performance, and success. (Sergiovanni. 1990)

Li felong Learning

Overall participants seemed to feellifelong leaming is important. Five participants

(Angela. Bruce, Charles. Corey, and Fanny) perceived lifelong learning as important for

aIl educators and students.
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Angela statOO:

. .. 1think everybody should be leaming everyday ofhis or her life. Ifyou
stop learning you mayas weil stop living. (p. 101)

Three participants (Alina, Ardley, and Emily) appeared to believe that lifelong

learning is showing studeots how ta transfer knowledge from one area to another. which

Gavin seemed ta believe as critical thinking. It links leaming to everydayexperience. It

enables ta transfer learning from theory ta practice. It appeared that leaming is not

limited ta the school environment, according to Barbara. Leaming is part ofour personal

growth. It seemed. according to Solly, that lifelong learning is about oot being afraid of

trying new things. Three participants (The1ma, Adele, and Lina) gave the impression that

it is up to the teachers ta go out and get training.

Thelma stated:

Going and getting new training, adding ta your training~ going ta
university. (p. 102)

Adele and Lina stated:

1 want it but it is not available. [f we want. it is up ta us to go ta
university. Ali the courses we have asked to participate in have been
refused us by administration. We are really on our own. (p. 102)

[n short lifelong learning is an important part of education. which involves

educators and students alike. Lifelong leaming is the continuous upgrading ofknowledge

and skills. which includes the ability for self-directed leaming - leaming on one's own.

For complete answers to Question 13 f. refer to Appendix D. pp. 101-102.

Cross-curricular Leaming

Overall the interviewed participants seemed to think that cross-curricular leaming

is already in practice and that it is good for the students. Il is important for students to
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realize the necessity oftransferring knowledge to other areas. It reinforces lifelong

learning and criticaI thinking concepts. Refer to Appendix D, pp. 102-103 for

participants' responses to Question 13 g.

In short, cross-curricular Ieaming encourages the development of competencies

(skills and aptitudes), which can be transferred across the different subject matter and in

day-to-dayactivities. It encourages students to become criticaI thinkers and lifelong

leamers. For cross-curricular leaming to be effectively applied it demands the close

collaboration ofteams ofteachers working together in unison towards the success oftheir

students' .

Success For AlI

Overall it appeared that the participants would like nothing better than for aU their

students to succeed. ln reality for this to happen the participants seemed to think that the

evaluation system needs to he revised and also 50 does the definitian of success. For

complete answers ta Question 13 h. refer to Appendix D. pp. 103-104.

ln shart it is an ideology that is shared by a high percentage ofteachers.

Summarv of Analvsis

Il appeared that participants possess gapped infonnation about the Refonn, which

was gathered from the following sources: notices from the School Board. workshops.

word ofmouth amongst educators, MEQ publications. local newspapers, university

courses, and staff meetings. The majority of participants. it seemed. did not know what

their role was in the Refonn.

Participants appeared to be reacting towards the change in two ways: coplng or

ceasing an opportunity. They seemed concerned about the affect of change on a personal
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level and at a task leveI. According to participants, it appeared teachers need more

planning and reflection time and more collaboration and communication should be

encouraged amongst them. It seemed those closest to retirement are more reluctant to

change and overall teachers are taking a '\vait and see" attitude.

There appeared to be a need for better dialogue between administration and

teachers. Principals seemed to need more training and infonnation so that they in tum

can support and infonn teachers. A sense of Jack of continuity or occasion for building

long-tenn relationships between teachers and principals appeared to prevail, since

administrations came across as changing posts frequently.

Participants seemed to believe that overall more training was needed in not only

content of the Reform, but also its process. ft appeared participants approved of Refonn

and believed it would succeed only with the comminnent aIl key stakeholders.

According to the participants. it seemed that the change process is the abiJity to

envision new paradigms in order to solve problems. Participants seemed to emphasize

the need for administration and MEQ to support, encourage. and keep teachers informed

at each step of the Retorrn.

The participants seemed to recognize that the change process involved resistance.

adapting. and acceptance. Il appeared that the participants were experiencing the three

basic emotions common during the first stage of change: uncertainty. fear. and regret.

They also seerned to be displaying rnixed feelings such as fear and enthusiasm.

Il was perceived that principals were basically just as enthusiastic. as teachers.

about the Refonn. but also just as confused and frustrated by the limited information and

resources. ft appeared that principals have the same needs as tcachers; they need support

and reassurance. Participants seemed to feel teacher leadership capacity is more than
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shared decision-making. ft is broad-based, skillful participation. It involves shared

learning that leads to shared purpose and action. ft means that under leadership capacity

there is no one leader, but a community of leaders, which involve teachers, principals.

students, parents. and ail those with a vested interest in students' success.

It appeared that the leadership skills needed for teamwork involved the ability to

develop a shared sense of purpose with colleagues, facilitate group processes.

communicate weiL understand transition and change and their affects on people, mediate

contlict, and hold a keen understanding of adult leaming.

Participants appeared to believe that participatory decision-making is an important

factor in the success of the Refonn, but unfortunately it is not being exercised properly.

The key to improving schools is to enable teachers by giving them the discretion. support.

and preparation. and guidance necessary to get their job done.

Participants seemed to think lifelong leaming is an important part of education.

which involves educators and students. alike. Lifelong learning is the continuous

upgrading of knowledge and skiIls. which includes the ability for self-directed leaming.

The participants appeared to believe cross-curricular learning encourages the

development of competencies. which can be transferred across the different subject matter

and in daily chores. It encourages students to become critical thinkers and lifelong

learners. Participants seemed to acknowledge that for the concept of cross-curricular

learning to be effectively applied, it demands the close collaboration of teams of teachers

working together in unison towards the success oftheir students'. According to

participants. it appeared the ideology hsuccess for a11" is shared by a high percentage of

teachers, but for it to work, they seemed to believe that the measure and definition of

success must be redefined.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion and Implication

This chapter discusses sorne implications of this study for the curriculum

change process.

Conclusion

Based on this study of fifteen teachers in the English schools within the

Montreal area~ sorne tentative conclusions can be made. These conclusions must be

carefully weighed against the limitations of this study stated later in this chapter.

Knowledge of the Reform: Although the teachers interviewed aIl had sorne

knowledge of the Refonn and its implications for their work as teachers, there was

considerable variation with respect to the depth oftheir knowledge, and the type of

knowledge each possessed. There were also differences among subjects in what were

considered the salient features of the Refonn. These differences, however. may be

attributed to differing perceptions of education.

It seems. therefore. that fundamental information regarding the Reform was

not presented evenly to teachers in aIl sectors, and not presented in a manner that gave

this information the importance it deserved.

En.;uring that ail key participants are weIl informed appears to present a major

challenge ta leaders of the Reform. Open. honest communication is paramount ta the

successful implementation of the Refonn. It rnakes it easier ta handle if the key players

have a clear understanding of what the changes are aIl about.

Source of Infonnation: The source of infonnation varied from teacher to

teacher. A little under half of the participants learned of the Refonn through notices from

their schooi board and workshops. One-third of the participants' source of infonnation
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was through word-of-mouth. ft appeared that not aIl teachers had the same access to

infonnation and this may have created sorne fonn of anxiety amongst teachers. This

unbalanced situation may be due to the labour problems of 1999. The Teachers

Association's work-to-rule policy precluded teachers' participation in conferences and

committee work. These activities would have been a principal source of infonnation

about the Reform.

Role Perception: Overall it appeared that teachers are unclear of their new

roles within the Reform. It seemed many are frustrated by their perceived lack of

infonnation. Nonetheless. they appear to realize that they are expected to assume more

responsibilities caring for their students -- teaching values, motivating leamers. serving

the multiple needs.

Lived Experience: The main concem of the participants appeared to be how

the Reform will change or affect them on an individuai basis and in their abilities ta carry

out their tasks. It seemed that the attitude of sorne teachers is that someone shouid be

doing something for them - providing materiaIs, teaching them new concepts and

working styles. Yer. the Reform encourages teachers to become part of a school

community promoting participatory decision-making and in tum accountability for their

actions.

Leaders should encourage the concept of ongoing learning capacity. ft is

important that ail key players of the Reform. especially teachers and students. become

accountable for their work and personal development. Teachers should be encouraged to

adopt the new strategies. which are part of the Reform.

Dealing With Change: Overall the participants appeared to display a naturai

reaction to change. which is resistance, fear, and anxiety. Major concems seemed to he
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finding time to revise courses, gather new material, and motivate students in new

directions. There appeared to he a strong need for better dialogue amongst teachers

themselves and between teachers and administration.

Everyone has fears of being exposed, ofmaking a mistake, 0 f showing

ignorance, and accidentally huning others through inappropriate frankness or behaviour.

Dealing with the challenge of fear and anxiety lies in recognizing that these are natural

responses, and may be indications ofprogress. Thus, implementors of the Refonn should

leam how to accept and deal with fear and anxiety within themselves and others.

Fear and anxiety may be overcome by reducing the openness gap. which

nonnally develops between growing candor and limited capacity for openness. This can

be accomplished through maintaining conditions that promote safe and open

communication for ail key players.

It is important that leaders of the Refonn foster an environment ofteam spirit,

dialogue, and collaboration. Such an environment promotes solid relationships amongst

key players. which leads to more open acceptance towards individual differences.

Everyone should be made to feel safe to express heliefs openly without fear of

repercussion.

About the Refonn: Overall the participants believe the Refonn will succeed.

It appears that the Refonn is simply endorsing existing good teaching practices proven

effective. It seems that teachers are weIl aware that for the Retonn to succeed it will need

commitment from ail key players. The teachers' capacities to deal with change. learn

from it. and help students leam from il. will be critical for the future development of our

society. Teachers are in a position to play a vital raie and develop a rnindset ofbecorning

facilitator of change rather than victims of change. Shared values and beliefs are essential
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to achieving Refonn goals. A too narrow view on bottom line returns breeds short-term

strategies. which is often hannful to long-tenn success. Values, not the bottom line. drive

success and most importantly schools.

Student achievement is c10sely linked to the effective work habits of teachers.

The most successful schools are those that use restructuring tools to help them function as

professional communities. Professional communities are places in which teachers

participate in decision-making, have a shared sense of purpose, and engage in

collaborative work. It is the process ofchanneling staff and student efforts toward a

c1ear, commonly shared purpose ofstudent leaming. In short, these are aIl leadership

skills. Opportunities for teachers to collaborate and help one another are detrimental to

achieve the purpose of student achievement. Teachers should take on a collective. not

just individual. responsibility for student learning.

Reaction to Refonn Kev Terms: (a) Teacher Leadership Capacity: Although

it appears that teachers feel it will bring more work and responsibility, it will also provide

an opportunity for more input on their part and participation in collaborative decision

making. Since teacher leadership capacity entails new ways ofdoing things it will create

an initial period of role ambiguity and conflict. It seemed many teachers tind themselves

suddenly pushed from relative isolation oftheir classrooms to the larger world of the

school. In tom there is understandable confusion about what decisions they cao and

should make and their ability to make decisions.

Leadership capacity involves not only shared decision-making. but also broad

based. skillful participation. Shared leaming leads to shared purpose and action: it creates

a community of leaders working together.
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(b) Teamwork: lt appeared that teachers recognize that the success of the

Refonn depends on their ability to work together: share information and help one another.

Mutual trust is key ingredient in teamwork, which can only be attained through open

dialogue and shared purpose.

It is important that leaders of the Refonn recognize the difference between a

group ofpeople forced to work together and a true tearo with a shared vision. Working

groups place emphasis on individual goals and accountabilities. Teams on the other hand.

require both individual and mutual accountability. 80th rely on group discussions,

debate, and decisions, but for the team it is more than shared information~ there is a

commitment and practiced performance standards. Thus, the essence of a team is

common commitment and shared purpose. Teamwork represents a set ofvalues that

encourages listening and responding constructively to views expressed by others. This

means giving others the henefit of the doubt, providing support, and recognizing the

interests and achicvements ofother team members.

(c) Communication: Il appeared that teachers believe they should be able to

express their opinions without fear ofrepercussion. Leaders of the Retonn should realize

that fostering an open dialogue amongst aIl key players is a top priority in ensuring

success. Information needs to be disseminated through a variety of channeis

simultaneously. Leaders of the Retorm shouid encourage both formaI and infonnal

means of communication.

(d) Participatory Decision-making: Although it seems teachers believe that

participatory decision-making is desirable, few have had the experience. Leaders of the

Reform should be aware that team decision-making fosters common values, resulting in

people identifyjng with decisions and working harder to implement these decisions. It
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also satisfies participants' need for autonomy and achievement~ provides opportunities for

cooperative social interaction, and, most importantly~ results in better decisions. This

shared responsibility ensures that the school system as a whole is functional. Rather than

applying piecemeal solutions to just one facet, aH key players work towards a common

goal.

(e) Teacher EmPQwennent: It appeared that teachers' welcome

empowennent, but they are unsure ofwhat exactly it entailed. Teachers seemed to

believe that empowennent is synonymous with authority and control. School personnel

need to make a distinction between management and leadership - between carrying-out

and facilitating change. Leaders of the Refonn should encourage a new paradigm. in

which empowennent begins with the individual who is continuously transfonning.

adapting, and leaming.

(t) Life10ng Learning: According to the teachers it appeared that lifèlong

learning. that is their professional development. is important. Continuously upgrading

skills and knowledge would no doubt benetit teachers and students alike.

(g) Cross-curricular Leaming: The ideology of connecting leaming from one

subject matter to another and then to everyday life is simply good teaching practice.

which effective teachers have always used. With this. teachers also appeared to realize

the importance of working tagether as a team. Crass-curricular learning can probably be

facilitated more readily when teachers are working in teams. This creates the need for

open dialogue and participatory decision-making.

(h) Success For AIl: Overall it appeared that teachers share this ideology. For

many teachers. when students succeed, they succeed. Teachers seemed to believe that the

meaning of success should be redefined ta take into consideration the many meanings
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people associate with success. Teachers appeared to believe that a student's success is

based on the student's own initiative and ability.

Implication

ln short, the major implication of this research is that in order to build

conditions that will bring successful implementation of the Quebec Curriculum Refonn

the cooperation among ail key participants is necessary.

An environment that fosters team spirit, dialogue, and collaboration should be the

nonn. Such an environment promotes solid relationships amongst employees -teachers

and principals -- which lead to more open acceptance towards each other's differences.

People should feel safe to express their beliefs openly, without fear of repercussion.

Dialogue is a powerful way ofunderstanding the current situation and glving

insight to how or why change is happening. It enables us to reach a fonn of equilibrium.

which is important in resolving issues and differences. Through dialogue everyone

benefits in that it enables people to hear other points-of-view and have their own personal

views challenged. Il presents an opportunity to learn to resolve or accept opposing views.

The underlying philosophy of the Refonn is based on participatory decision-making.

Ongoing learning capacity should also be encouraged. ft is important that a11

personnel become accountable for their work and personal development. People should

adopt inquiry-based and reflective practices. which lead to continuous learning

improvement. A commitment to a culture of inquiry helps people bring to light their most

riveting concems.

The underlying philosophy behind the Refonn will not be easy to establish:

nonetheless il seems appropriate and worthy ofpursuit. \\'hile the introduction of the

Refonn has produced Many dilemmas for teachers and principals because of gapped
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infonnation., it will mean that leaders of the Refonn will be required to play a more acti\'e

role in reassuring teachers with more detailed infonnation and strong guidance.

The implementation of the Refonn will take concerted effort over a long period of

time. In retlecting on the significant changes in roles, values and beliefs involved in the

process, it is not surprising that it is a long-tenn venture. Thus, anyone who believes that

the Quebec Curriculum Refonn will be established and in place within the next few years

has an inadequate concept ofwhat these changes entail and an inaccurate picture of the

present educational setting. It seems that teachers who have changed their role and

consequently that oftheir students. claim they will not return ta the old ways no matter

what happens with the Refonn project and initiative. It is thus safe to assume that even if

the Reform efforts appear to fizzle-out. its underlying philosophy once adopted will stay.

It appears that important aspects of the Reform are changed values and beliefs

conceming goals of instruction and means of fostering leaming. The Refonn is proposing

more than the acquisition of new teaching strategies and techniques. Thus. teacher

learning is central to the process of the Reform. Means must be found to alleviate the

time dilemma faced by teachers. Efforts must he made to establish working conditions

under which teachers have time to plan together. retlect on the results of their work with

students and challenge each other's conceptions of appropriate goals.

It is important to recognize that the Reform hangs in balance with aIl its critical

players. A breakdown in sorne aspect of the support system could threaten the success of

the Refonn. The dilemma teachers' face is real. They need appropriate support and a

c1ear understanding of their new roles.
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Appendix 8: Research Interview Questions

Goals • To understand teachers' perceptions and perspectives conceming the changes to he
brought on by the implementation of the Quebec Curriculum Reform.

• T0 depict the lived experience of a teacher during this period.
• T0 understand our differem meanings of the world and our relation with others.

Personal
Background 1. Tell me a linle about yourself.

Knowledge , Tell me what you know about the Curriculum Reform.
3. How did you find out about the Reform?
4. What is your role in the Reform?

Experience 5. What is your Iived experience during this lime of change?
6 a. How are you dealing with change'?
6 b. How are your colleagues dealing with change?
6 c. How is your principal dealing with change'?

Opinion - 7 a. \Vhat can be done to make the change transition easier for you'?
Values 7 b. \Vhat can be done to make the change transition easier for your colleagues'!

7 c. \\J'hat can be done to make the change transition easier for your principal'!
8. \Vhat do you think about the Reform?
9. Explain whether or not you believe the Reform will succeed.
10. ln your opinion what is the change process'!

Feeling Il a. What kind of feelings (ernotions) have you experienced during the change process
lO be brought on by the Reform?

11 b. \Vhat are your colleagues' feelings on this matter'!
Il c. What about your principaI'?

Sensory 12 a. \\J'hat have you noticed in your behaviour while faced with change?
12 b. What have you nouced in the behaviour of your co11eagues'!
12 c. What have you noticed in the behaviour of your principal?

13. What cornes te mind when you hear the following terms:
a. Teacher leadership capacity
b. Teamwork
c. Communication
d. Participatory decision making
e. Teacher Empowerment
f. Lifelong leaming
g. Cross-curricular
h. Success for a11

(Adapted from Patton. 1990)
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.AM.endix B: Interview Consent Form

Dear Teacher:

Thank you for YOUf encouragement by participating in this srudy. Kindly read the
following information and. ifyou agree, sign and date the consent letter below.

The srudy that [ plan to undertake involves teachers like you. 1am interested in finding
out how teachers feel about the change to be brought on by the Curriculum Refonn in Quebec. 1am
particularly interested in discovering the perceptions and perspectives of teachers towards change and the
Reform. Through this research 1hope to understand the lived experience of a teacher during this lime of
change.

A final report will be issued summarizing the findings based on data compiled from the
one-on-one interviews and focus group interview. The implementation of the Reform in Quebec schools
will be making a new and unpredictable impact on teachers and their work. Little is known how teachers
will be reacting towards change. Il is hoped mat through this research project a better understanding of
teachers and their experiences dealing with change will be uncovered and demystified. Teachers' point-of
view will be uncovered and provide us with a betterunderstanding ofthese people's lived experience. This
research project may contribute towards the development and implementation of programs using the
teachers' perspectives. Il will generate a reality-based theory. It will also identify the strengths and
burdens placed on teachers to effectively implement the Reform.

We will be meeting at our mutuaI convenience for (a focus group interview) an interview. If you
agree. the session will be taped recorded for later transcription. Only myself will sCIlJtinize ail materials.
tapes and \\Tinen transcripts. The names and teaching circwnstances of aIl participants will be modified to
protect confidentiality. Kindly note that you may withdraw from this study at any time. You are under no
obligation.

1f you have an y further questions please cali me at (514) 426-1754. Again. 1 thank you for ail your
help.

Sincerely.

Cannela di [ana
Graduate Diploma - Adult Education
M.A. - Admmlstration and Policy Studies (in progress)
McGill University

( agree to participate in this study carried out by Carmela di (aria as outlined abo,'t'.

•
~ame Date
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Appendix 0: Transcript of Interviews

1. Tell me a UUle about yourself.

ln-depth Interviews:

1) Alina: (female) a high school business vocational teacher with five years experience.
2) Angela: (female) a high school science and mathematics teacher with twenty-seven years of

expenence.
3) Ardley: (male) presently an elementary school vice-principal with twenty-three years experience

as an educator.
4) Barbara: (female) a high school teacher with thiny-four years experience.
5) Bruce: (male) high school special education teacher with twenty-nine years experience.
6) Charles: (male) thirty-four years expenence as a high school social science teacher.
7) Corey: (male) thiny-three years ~xperience as a high school teacher.
8) EmIly: (female) an MBA graduate with nine years experience as a mathematics and science high

school teacher.
9) Fanny: (female) a grade two French immersion teacher. wilh six years experience at the

elementary level.
10) Gavin: (male) presently an elementary school principal with twenty-seven years experience as an

educalor and consultant.
II) Maureen: (female) an elementary school teacher with thirty years.
12) Thelma: (female) a social science high school teacher with three years experience.
13) Sally: (male) an elementary school teacher with one-year experience.

Focus Group Interview:

14) Adele and
15) Lina: IWO (female) high school teachers - one in special education and the other a French teacher

- both \\'ilh three years experience. were interviewed together.

2. Tell me \\'hat you kno\\' about the Curriculum Reform.

Alina:
1know praclically nothing about the Reform. (157-02-19/10-04)

Angela:
What 1knaw is Ihat il is geared towards cooperative leaming. involving Ieams of leachers. From whal rvc
read in the newspaper (The Gazette) il is supposed to be going back 10 basics. (156-02-01. 11-07)

Ardley:
1 probably .. , because [ am învolved al the ... schoollevel and because [ have participated in staff train mg
sessions. 1 probably know a lot more than the administrator who has gone 10 a couple of workshops. 1 \\"3"

learning whal the teachers are learning. 1know about the foundations for il - the whole idea why il wao;
created in the first place. 1 know about ils different parts. such as the Program of Program. cross-curricular
competencies. and Program of Studies. 1know about its panicular vocabulary - vocabulary is only the
signpost for its philosophy - tenus such as capacities and competencies and how they are going 10 be part
of education. 1think that 1 know a fair amount of il on the philosophical viewpoint. but 1 think [ also kno\\'
a lot about the nuts and bollS. (164-03-01 il 1-18)

Barbara:
1know very IiIt1e. {"m not intending to find out because rH be gone before il is implemented. Il \\;11 be a
waste of my time. (154-01-0211 1-04)
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Bruce:
The only thing 1know is what l've seen presented. 1 fmd that teachers are not consuIred.
(127-02-01/11-09)

Charles:
The New Curriculum Refonn that has been brought in·- 1 feel it is necessary for the changing en\ironment
of our society but there has been no input from the teachers as to how they should go about teaching
courses. Teachers must first understand the students - their expectations. Teachers should be sent for
retraining every two years to fmd out the changes that are taking place in our society. (125-02-01 11-09)

Corey:
The only thing ( can recall as to what the refonn will be concentrating on - is back to basics - mathematics.
reading. writing. and the French language in the English sector. (157-02-01/11-06)

Emily:
The information we have been given at the high school level is bare. We have been told it will be
implemented in the next couple of years, but as far as how it will he implemented. how we will have to
change or evolve with the system, there is nothing. We have been given a couple of seminars. Last year we
had one infonnation seminar specifically on the Curriculum Reform. AlI they said is what they want ta do.
but proposed no action plan ... ( don't know what they want to change. They've implemented something
new in the math program. We just finished implementing it. so why spend more money on implementing
yet another new program'! With the Curriculum Reform there will be no commonality in the schools, the
prograrns offered will be up to the individual schools and school boards. Emphasis will be placed on
student involvement - student discovery. But. yet, you still need "chalk talk:' 1l1rough the New
Curriculum we want to develop problem-solving skills. We want students to be independent thinkers and to

be able ta apply what they leam from reallife problems... Cross-curricular teaching integrates ail that is
leamed with reallife: for example, math is integrared with geography. history. and English.... 1think ü's
great! But. it has always been done in the pasl. At least 1have always done this .... Children have ditferent
intelligences and we should he addressing each student's individualleaming ability. How that is supposed
to function in a classroom sening? \Ve don't know! (136-04-05'11·09)

Fanny:
( know it's based on what teachers have already worked on. Il was prepared by teachers. A lot of work we
already do in school- this is aIl in the Reform. The Reform isjust the wnnen form ofpractices we are
already doing in school. [[ is an accreditation of our work. Il has got innovalÏve ideas. Unforrunately sorne
teachers aren't doing il. 1 like il. 1want to do il. ('ve actually started it in my class - changing my teaching
practices. l'm doing this so that l'm prepared when il cornes. 1know there is a two-year cycle in il. 1 think
it is a good idea because you know the children already and how they leam. ([25-05-06 11-08)

Gavin:
1 know that this is a major refonn that should influence classroom practices. Il is not a top-down reform. Il
is coming from the "milieu." Not textbook oriented. but rather focused on children and the way they learn
.... (167-06-14 1 10-08)

Maureen:
Il involves changes in cycles - two-year cycles - amalgamation of sorne subjects such as math. science
technology. physical education and health. l'm not too sure. (142-05-24110-07)

Solly:
Nothing. WeIl let me think ... my understanding is that ifs moving towards a more interdisciplinary model
- more labs in courses. more potential for projects - more teacher collaboration. Other than that ...
(124-01-0311 1-00)

Thelma:
Basically ( know a little bit. there is to he more French - French immersion. There is going to be
Geography and changes in how math is to be taught and more cross-curricular. (122-01-03·'11-05)
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Adele and Lina:
1don'l know much ... In terms of second language - the hours spent on second language ,,,,iH increase.
Instead ofobjectives we will be working with competencies. They want to work on the integration of
knawledge and cross-curricular. (F73.42-01-03/11-10)

3. Dow did you find out about the Reform?

Alina:
... What 1 knaw 1have leamed through speaking with teachers. mostly elementary level. through my
daughter. (157-01-19/10-05)

Angela:
...11lraugh the newspaper (The Gazette) and letters from the school board. which infonned teachers that
there would be a Curriculum Reform. but no c1ear information was given. ([56-02-0 L 11-10)

Ardley:
.... Because rm involved... 1probably know a lot more than people who have gone ta a couple of

workshops. (164-03 -0 l' 11-(7)

Barbara:
The same as the general public - we got sorne paper teHing us of the irnplementation dates. My attention
was shut offwhen 1saw it would happen after my retirement. (154-01-02:11-06)

Bruce:
... By simply having the new programs put in my mailbox. (127-02-0111-13)

Charles:
At the beginning of the year. the principal told us we were gaing ta start these courses. \Ve were not tald
what it emailed or how to proceed. \Ve were given no material to teach from. no training. \Ve were simply
assigned courses and had to find our own way. (125-02-01 11-16)

Corey:
l've heard about it because l'm in teaching. Il is spoken about here and there in passing with the principal.
(157-02-01/11-09)

Emily:
Like everyone else - through the school board and MEQ publications and a seminar given last year.
(136-04-05:1 1-29)

Fanny:
... in my courses during my Masters Program -- during workshops from school -- ('ve been to two so far.
(125-05-06. 11-(2)

Gavin:
1attended many workshops. Read about it through sorne MEQ infonnation. look sorne university level
courses on the subjecl. It was very interesting. (167-06-24,10-10)

Maureen:
... staff meetings. information flyers. and conversation with colleagues. (141-05-24' 10-07)

Solly:
Through reading MEQ propaganda. (124-01-01 11.(0)

Thelma:
. .. through the newspaper - LaPresse. The Gazette - special memos for teachers. (122-0 1-03/11-0S)
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Adele and Lina:
We had training last year- one session. There was a teacher who worked here. now she's retired. she kept
us informed. She was doing sorne work for the MEQ and taught at UQAM. (F73-42-0 1-03.' 11-(5)

4. What is your role in the Reform?

Alina: Since 1 do not know fully about the Reform,l don't know what my part is. (157-02-19' 10-10)

Angela:
Nothing. No role. No one has asked us for our input. (156-02-01/11-10)

Ardley:
As a principal. rm responsible for a lot of organizational things... This requires a fair amount of leg work
in terms of helping with substitutions. getting information to the staff ... Organizing for instance.
professional days. getting people from the school board to come to talk to the teachers .. , encouraging
teachers to try new things. being a facilitator, being a mirror...Teachers need lime to digest the new
Curriculum Refonn. (164-03-01111-26)

Barbara:
None. (154-01-02,11-10)

Bruce:
My role. 1don't have a role. 1just have to do what the curriculum says. follow the specifications te the
letter. The only role 1have is to look at what they (Ministry) want and cover the material to the best of my
knowledge and make the best of the resources available. (127-02-01. 1]-16)

Charles:
Nothing - no role - no input. No one has asked us for input. (125-02-0] 11-(6)

Corey:
My role ... not much. 1don't have a mie. 1don't think 1have a mie. l'm teaching in an area that this
Refonn has nothing to do with what l'm teaching. ([57-02-01. 11-12)

Emily:
1don't k.'10\\' yet. Like 1 told you before .,. in math we have been implememing a new curriculum for the
past five years. Next year we are revising it a !iule. Presemly we have lo\\" and high stream math. As of
next year we will have lo\\'. medium. and high stream. We are going back lo the old system... My role. the
usual one - l'm going to be the teacher that is responsible for bringing each studem along and encourage
each studem to leam at his or her own speed. We are supposed to be facilita[Ors. «(36-04-05' 11-29)

Fanny:
Well since rm a fairly new teacher, [ haven't participated in making il. But. ['ve learned from il. l've
started changing my teaching practices ... It's not happening next year any more due [0 the "work to mIe."
The only people allowed to work \\;th it are the pilot schools. ((25-05-06 t 1- t5)

Gavin:
Manager of pedagogical resources ... As principal, 1feel [ have a key raie in my school [0 pro\"lde the right
conditions for the Refonn to take place - scheduling. teamwork.. and information - lead the whole process.
(167 -06-24/10-12)

Maureen:
So far nothing~ (142-05-24 10-10)

Solly:
1don't know. ((24-01-03.'1 1-11 )
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Thelma:
It is supposed to be aIl about the leamer's experience. The teacher will become the helper -- help the

students process knowledge. The teacher will go from the traditionai teacher role to a more leadership role.
one offacilitator. 012·01-03/11-10)

Adele and Lina:
1think our raie is to adapt according to the ways of working which are not necessarily new.
(F73.42-01-03!11-19)

S, What is your lived experience duriog tbis rime of change?

Alina:
My lived experience is one of greal fiustration. Living in the dark and feeling my way through would be an
accurate description. (157-02-19/)0-10)

Angela:
Basically in the courses [ am teaching, the courses have been changed for students to get a linle bit of
knowledge and experience from various courses ... 1guess this would be cross-curricular. 1guess you can
say that "change" has not atTected me so far. l'm still teaching the "old way:' (156-02-0L 11-15)

Ardley:
My lived experience is taking care of organizational details - making a lot ofphone calls ra coonect the
teachers with consultants. getting computer consultants in. talking about wiring classrooms so that teachers
have access to the internet. because 1 think the internet - technology - is going to play a major raie a-; a
resource with the Curriculum Reform. [fs being the encourager ofteachers - the facilitator - it means that
during the day. for instance. a tcacher might calI me dO\~n to her room because she would like me to see
sorne of the inquiring work that students have done. Ir involves being a mirror. being a facilitator. being a
coach. and geuing teachers (0 think of positive reasons for involving themselves. Being able ra Iisten.
([64-03-01 11-60)

Barbara:
["ve seen. in the past few years. the changes that have been made in.... Programs and 1have not been
impressed. Shall we say ... you would think that iliey (srudents) would have more skills. but they
(students) seem to have fewer and fewer skills and iess will to leam.
(154-01-021 Il-11)

Bruce:
Frustration. (I~7-0~-0L 11-20)

Charles:
When [ am a.;signed new courses. [ am in a nightmare. 1don't sleep worrying about how to present the new
materiaI. how to teach il. 1end up working il out with teacher friends ... No trainmg is provided by the
School Board or the Govemment. Or if there is training. the school board has not sent us,
(125-02-01, 11-22)

Corey:
Change is always difficult. We are more comfonahle \\'ith \\'hat \\'e already know and we gel tired of
change. (157-02-01 11-16)
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Emily:
1 haven 't felt a thing. There has been no significant change. The way we teach math bas changed because
there is more technology: calculators, computers.. Instead of me doing everything for the students it is the
students doing the discovery and leaming new concepts ... if you are a good teacher and you like the
subject, ail you have to do is guide the students through the right path ... The theory part is great. but the
students need leadership - in the sense of guidance. If you just feed the students nolbing is going to
happen. The students must be active in their learning. This is not a new thought. For me there is no
change, l've done things this way. (136-04-05/11-49)

Fanny:
Well, ifs interesting teaching. 1haven't really bit much problems. Sometimes 1 have a few questions. lt is
hard to fmd people to answer my questions ... Il hasn't really changed my teaching practices. It is not hard
ta teach in this way, the kids are really into il. Il is not difficult. (l25-05-06/11-23)

Gavin:
A lot of uncertainty. With this '''working to role" for teachers, it makes it really hard ta organize activities
for our staff. 1am ail for the Reform ... 1sec a lot of positive in this change and 1am looking for
opponunities to have teachers trying sorne of the ideas of the new program. (167-06-24110- [6)

Maureen:
NIA

Solly:
My lived experience does not have ··lived experience" change. Teachers here have always done whatever
they wanted. There is an amazing amount offreedom.... Ifs tao bad we are not working together anymore,
since a fellow teacher' s retirement. We are now ail working on our Owtl. (124-01-03/ 11-U)

Thelma:
1feel that people are getting more confused. There are no clear guidelines of what we are supposed to do
and there is a lot of wishful thinking as opposed to reality. (122-01-03111-U)

Adele and Lina:
It hasn't tDuched us yel. but il will in a few years. Seventy-five-minute periods will he implemented.
believe this lÎme frame is too long for chi[dren.... They (students) do not enter (school) ... with the
required knowledge - prerequisites. It is very hard to bring these studenl'\ 10 the required [evel of
competence. Students are not motivated. They are draining. Everyday 1have to put on a show for them. Il
is so tiring. Students come to c1ass not prepared: they don 't want to do any work. They basically want to
be spoon-fed. Everything seems ta revo[ve around short-tenn fixes - there is no long-lenn planning.
Reforms just keep going around in circles. We start them and never see them through. Il seems we are
always adapting al the last minute - this is stressful- why can't we plan ahead? (F73.42-01-03!11-25)

6 8. Dow are you dealing with change?

Alina:
Sïnce there are constant changes at our school (not even related to the Refonn) 1have learned to survive
them. (157-02-19/10-14)

Angela:
l'm basically drawing from my past teaching experiences from various courses. rm taking the knowledge 1
knowand organizing it different[y. (156-02-01111-18)
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Ardley:
Ifs a whole new role for me. If 1 were a teacher loday. 1 would be dealing with it in a whole different way.
1honestly feel that based on what 1have done in the past with my career. as a teacher. 1would be out there
gung-ho, trying out different ideas. As a vice-principal l'm dealing with encouraging the people who are
trying things. 1also have to prod people who perhaps are not trying things as much as they should be. l'm
having to go out and find resources for the school. (164-03-01/11-56)

Barbara:
Personally, my personality is such that [ have difficulty with change. But. 1have adapred my teaching to
suit the new curriculum 1was given. The problem with the new curriculum is that il is very hea"y on
'·bands-on" activities. These activities take more time. Yet the material 1have to cover has not been
reduced, 50 my "hands-on" activity is superficial. 1have no planning lime. (154-01-02111-15)

Bruce:
First change is frightening. then as you get into the program you realize il is basically the same as the old,
only the caver has changed. With time and experience we become more and more comfortable. At tirst
you are afraid and then you become more accepting. Change is a challenge we face every day and 1like a
chaJ1enge. 1enjoy leaming new things. (127-02-01111-24)

Charles:
l'm dealing with change ta the best of my ability. 1 try ta get along with the material 1 find. In addition to
this we must deal with a certain type of studenrs. which ( feel are incapable ofdoing anything. These
students have no thinking ability. They like ta be fed information. And year-by-year it seems to be geuing
worse. Thus. the high failure rates. (125-02-01/11-26)

Corcy:
l'm dealing with change O.K. Il requires more of my time to make sure that l'm up-to-date with what 1
have to teach. In our area we have changed programs yet again. This means more preparation. more
recreating. more of everything. Ir is tiresome. (l57-02-01/11-17)

Emily:
1 find this change exciting. 1 like the fact that we have new ideas and new teachers with new idea" coming
in. Ir helps us ail grow. 1 find the new teachers coming in great - they are enthusiastic. energetic. They
love kids. They love ta teach. l'm not frightened. 1 find it invigorating... There are two camps ofteachers:
the teachers close to retirement and the younger ones coming in. The older ones don't want change. They
don't want ro put any more new effon than is required... On the other hand. the newer teachers welcome
change. They are excited and very positive towards change. UnfortunateIy the older teachers thwan their
efforts. These senior teachers hold a good ponion of the leadership roles ... [t seems nobody wants to get
into education these days. Ir is a profession that commands no respect or value in our society. \Ve are
missing a lot of math and science teachers. People in this area prefer to work in industry. where they are
respected. valued. and paid accordingly. Education has been neglected toO long ... Look what has happened
in the health care ... the same is happening in Education. (136-04-05, Il-59)

Fanny:
1really don't like change. llike my Iittle routine - 1 like ta be comfonable. But. this is a fun change. [t is
an intellectual change. 1 like il. (125-05-06,11-26)

Gavin:
1 want to think that 1am dealing weil with change. 1can adapt as long as 1 see the benefil. It is mamly a
question ofunderstanding what is going on. (167-06-14110-19)

Maureen:
So far (have no change to deal with. I"m doing things the way l've always done them. (142-05-24 10-16)
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Solly:
There is no curriculum ta speak of ... no extemal pressure. but yes - internai pressure. You must keep kids
interested. struggle to fmd our own matenal ... preps and experimentation. which are very time consummg.
This May be more so, since 1am a beginning teacher... (124-01-03/11-20)

Thelma:
Basically. l'm trying to stay realistic. Doing the best with what l have. Just concentrating on improving in
c1ass. nothing else. (122-01-03111-16)

Adele and Lina:
[ adapt weIl to changing situations - that is unless it is a drastic change, something [ can't teach. If it is
reasonable change - change that is based on something 1know. then 1can adapt. (F73.4:!-0 1-03,11-37)

6 b. Dow are your colleagues dealing witb change?

Alina:
Camaraderie is not encouraged in our school. there 1cannat answerthis question. ([57-02-19'10-16)

Angela:
[ think they feel the same way as 1do. taking things from day ta day. with no instruction from
administration. Caping the best way we cano (156-02-01111-21)

Ardley:
1suppose reachers are realizing that this reform is at the implementation process - it will be an ongaing
venture - something that \\ill have to he improved as we go along. Teachers are expressing that it will Lake
a lot of time. They can' t imagine that as of next Septemher ail schools in Quebec - cycle one - will be
implememing the New Curriculum. 1guess ta the Ministry, September 2000 is the beginning of
implemcmatian. Teachers need more training ta feel more comfanable with the changes ... Teachers need
more lime for planning. teachers need bener resources ... (164-03-01 ! 11-80)

Barbara:
rd say that teachers ail seem to hope that it will be better. They have such enormous amaum of malerial to
digest and there is no compensation time. Tcachers are expected to absorb ail these new techniques and
material within the same time frame they must go out and teach. This is causing an increase in stress and
tension. rve noticed a high absemeeism. 1think it is having a negative affect on our health. The moral has
dropped... To teachers this is déjà vU - promises. promises - the anly people working are the teachers.
The kids don't work more. the teachers do ... Il is very depressing al the end of your career ta sec sa many
promises unfulfilled. (154-0 \-02,' 11-20)

Bruce:
Teachers are dealing with change the same way 1am - complain first and then do il. «27-02-01'11-27)

Charles:
They feel the same as 1do. They try their best to give as much as possible ta the students. in spite of the
fact that there is no material available. no information on how ta proceed. and no guidelines or objectives.
(125-02-01111-31 )

Corey:
How should 1 knaw... 1don't knaw... l'm not sure. (l57-02-011l1-2:!)

Emily:
They are ignoring il. They think it is the same ideas that we had a long time ago with just a new packaging.
They've been through a lot of changes in the system. This is something they will have ta deal with and they
believe that this tao will passe just like aIl the rest. This is how the aider [eachers feeI. The newer [eachers
are more enthusiastic and are ready to take on new ideas. (136-04-0511 1-73)
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Fanny:
Weil ... 1 rnight ofseen a glimpse ofinterest in sorne ofthem. but most ofthern are quite happy mat the
Union bas decided that teachers are not to panicipate in the workshops and consequently they are not forced
to change - change their routine that is. (115 6 05-06/11-30)

Gavin:
Sorne staff members are ready for change ... others have a hard time. They do not see the benefits. They
are doser to retirement and convinced they are doing a good job. l1's probably true. (167-06-24: 10-23)

Maureen:
.. .1 guess sorne teachers are getting training - they - those to be teaching cycle one and two --are going 10

workshops. (142 6 05-24/10-14)

Sally:
1 haven°t noticed anything. 1don°t speak about my subject matter ta colleagues. (124-01-03.: 11-20)
Thelma:
They feel the same as me: confused of their role and what they are supposed to do. Considering the
situation. theyare trying to do their besl. (122-01-03/11-19)

Adele and Lina:
For the most pan. 1lhink tcachers arc aIl competent ta deal with change. Those that do not believe in the
Reform will opt for retirement. 1 believe change is good as long as it is reasonable. (F73.42-0 1-03 11-39)

6 c. Dow is your principal dealiog with change?

Alina:
My principal doesn't even know who 1am. He doesn't even come over to our part of the building. Once
again, 1must answer that 1cannat answer because of Jack of contact: he with me and 1 with him.
(157 6 01 6 19.10-Un

.AJ1geIa:
No idea! (156-02-01 11-25)

Ardley:
NiA

Barbara:
N/A

Bruce:
My principal is there ta implement the curriculum. He tells us what has [0 be done and we have to do il.
He tried ta get people to explain the new curriculum to us, but the attemp[s have always fallen through.
People at the School Board or Commission are no[ available. (127-02·01" 1I-~Q)

Charles:
My principal seems [0 follow the rules and regulations. He knows what he has to give us and knows what
he wants from us. He knows what he needs [0 do and how [0 get il. There is no human feeling be[ween
administration and teachers. (125-02-01 :11-38)

Corey:
My principal hasjust changed schools. (157-01-01 '11-22)

Emily:
Hard to say. We just got a new one. There has been a high tumaround: three principals in two years.
(136-04 6 05/11-78)
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Fanny:
He's new. He staned this year by saying that we needed to form a comminee for the Refonn and that he'd
be in il. He told us he was willing to share whatever material he had on the Refonn with us. When 1went
to see him on this matter he was very helpful. He is supporting me. [think he is for it. even if he doesn't
know very much about il. ([25-05-06/11-32)

Gavin:
NIA

Maureen:
[dontt know. l've never discussed it with my principal. (141-05-24/10-20)

Solly:
1haven't spoken with the new principal yel. [did discuss sorne things \Vith the old principal. but now he
left - he went to another school. ([24-01-03/11-22)

Thelma:
l'm not sure ... he is responsive in the sense that he knows changes are coming. but he wants ta give the
responsibility to the teachers. (122-01-03/11-20)

Adele and Lina:
Our principal works weil with change but on administrative Jevel not at a pedagogical level. He simply
reiterates what he's told. (F73.42-01-03/11-41)

7 a. What can be done to make the change transition easier for you?

Alina:
A monthly news bulletin wauld be a great idea. This media wauld pennit everyone to be infarrned - nol
just a select few. (157-02-19 /10-21)

:\ngela:
There could be sorne kind afworkshap to explain the goals afthis change. how il is going [0 be
accamplished. and guidelines on ho\\' [ can prepare myself for this change. And then the usual: havmg
resource matenal made available sa that [ can coneentrate on my teaehing rather than galhering materials.
(156-01-01· 11·25)

Ardley:
Me personally ... J'm going to answer this in two ways. If J were a teacher 1 wouJd be asking for more
rime, more training. 1 think the teachers. by and large. agree that they ha\'e professional autonamy. [dan't
think there is anybody holding teachers back from developing what they wam [0 do. As an administratar. 1
wauld be saying please Ministry. give me tools that my staff needs because J need ta be able to give them
time. 1need ta be able ta come down and say there is an extra professionaJ day here. [need to be able ta
say that [just got extra amount of dollars for new resaurces. Those things exist in different fanns. ['m not
saying that it is non-existent. We have a terrifie program the NTIC (teehnalogy in the classroom). grants [0

put computers in the classroom. And that is what we are going to be doing. We are going ta be putting
computers in the classroom - wiring the computers. (164-03-01 'l1-59)

Barbara:
Perhaps the money that was removed from Education will have ta be put baek in. because we need suppon

services for students with leammg difficulties. If we are really here for the srudenlS. then the student'Ï
should be able to read. We need screening at the secondary one level. Studems must be able to read before
being promoted. A new stream must be implemented for those that cannot follow the regular program. Re
inject the funds that have been misappropriated .... (154-01-02/11-23)
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Bruce:
The different and new information and material that has been otTered could be explained to us. Someone
couId come in and tell us how we should go about implementing the curriculum and give us materia!.
resources to facililate our rasks. (127-02-01/11-31)

Charles:
ln arder ta malee it easier for us. we. teachers. should be pan of the curriculum planning. We should sil
with the expens and provide them with a different point-of-view that will help in preparing the curriculum.
We should also be given training on how to implement the curriculum. (125-02-01111-42)

Carey:
We need good in-service courses ... we need to know what change is expected of us. Training and
information will help us go through the change. We need to know exactly what changes are expected.
Anyone who is to implement change must frrst understand it and its ramifications. Sometimes change is not
for the best. (157-02-01111-23)

Emily:
1think we should be given the right guidelines and tools for implemenlation and the proper kind of support
from consultants. administrators. and the Ministry. We need more training on how to do the job. \Ve also
need more resources. My colleagues: weil. they feel the same way as 1do. We ail feel that we don'tjust
want this dumped on our lap and then have to deal with it the best we cano We are tired ofjumping from
the fire and imo the frying pan. We want concrete. practical ways to deal \\Iith the new change brought on
by the curriculum. The question is: howare we going ta do this? We ail feel mis way.
(136-04-05/11-84 )

Fanny:
Instead of providing aU information on the Internet. the Ministry should issue books: and not just one book
per school but a copy for each teacher. The Ministry dumps everything on the Internet and then the teacher
is forced ta go out fishing the information needed. Not everyene is equipped ta do mis ... (115-05-06 11-38)

Gavin:
Information not only on content. but also on process. Strategies and skills ta present this infonnation to
staff and to foster a collaborative c1imate at our scheol. ((67-06-24/lO-16)

Maureen:
1would Iike ta see more workshops - workshops that provide practical ideas. lesson plans ...
(142-05-24/10-17)

Solly:
1suppose if the new curriculum is ta pro"ide structure. weil then. it would be useful to have those

guidelines. ft does not mean it \\il1 make things easier: especially ifl have ta teach things that ( don't want
ta. 1 will have to struggle with that and justify il. (124-01-031( 1-25)

Thelma:
1 would like workshops that are clearly and specifically geared to my field. (want training that outlines

clear expectations: what is the content of the program? And 1wam sorne sort of evaluation program...
(122-01-03/11-23 )

Adele and Lina:
More training. Many times we have asked for training and it has always been refused. We have no
resources. (F73.42-01-03!I 1-42)
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7 b. What can be done to make the change transition easier for )'our coUeagues?

Alina:
NIA

Angela:
The same expectations as l have. (Refer to Answer 7a.)

Ardley:
NIA

Barbara:
Basica11y, we a11 need the same thing. Vle need to feel that our work is valued. We are not pan-time
workers. Our work is not valued, especia11y when we work evenings and weekends. Ask any doctof,
teachers are the highest people stressed. Check with the younger teachers and find out the fall-oUl rate. 1
feel teachers are being used. 1feel people at the top don't care about education. 1have great feelings ofnot
being valued and ofbeing put-down: not only are we treated as pan-time workers, we have not been gi\'en
parity. (154-01-02:11-28)

Bruce:
NiA

Charles:
The same thing. (Refer to Answer 7a.)

Corey:
NIA

Emily:
Same. (Refer to Answer 7a.)

Fanny:
For my colleagues: workshops that show them that they are already practicing the underlying concepts of
the Reform. The Reform is simply confirming their good teaching practices. Nothing has really changed or
will change. Il is imponanr that workshops make them feel beuer about their abilities, nor make them feel
scared. (115-05-06 11-41 )

G3vin:
NIA

Maureen:
N/A

Solly:
At the age my colleagues are at 1 don't think time or efforts should be invested in people who will be
leaving. (124-01-03 '11-30)

Thelma:
My colleagues want the same as me ... sorne sort of workshop. information sessions. (122-01-0)/11-25)

Adele and Lina:
NIA
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7 c. What cao be do make the change transition easier for your principal?

Alina:
NIA

Angela:
1 have no clue. lt is up to him to guide us. That is what we are wai(ing for. (156-02-01:' 11-30)

Ardley:
NIA

Barbara:
NIA

Bruce:
NIA

Charles:
1 don't know. (115-02-01111-46)

Carey:
Why don'( you ask him! The principal is supposed ta be at the forefront of what is happening at his school
pedagogically. His responsibility is ta find out what changes are to occur and get the necessary resources [Q

update his teachers properly. The question is. when sorne one from above tells him to make changes. does
he get the proper resources'! (157-02-01/11-28)

Emily:
The same as those 1mentioned for my colleagues and myself. ([36-04-05: 11-83)

Fanny:
Giving him more support. more knowledge. sa that he in (urn can support us (teachers). (125-05-06: 11-38)

Gavin:
N/A

Maureen:
NIA

Solly:
N/A

Thelma:
... Training would be beneficial for him too. (121-01-03:'1 1-26)

Adele and Lina:
NIA

8. What do you think of the Reform?

Alina:
If 1knew more about il. [ would voice an opinion. \\bat 1have gathered is that it is very much Iike the
principles used in andragogy: gearing the curriculum to the individual and promoting collaborative leaming.
(157-02-19/10-23 )
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Angela:
From the limited knowledge that [ have it soumis like a very good idea. But. [ dontt feell have enough
information to criticize either way. {[56-D2-0 Il 11-33)

Ardley:
1believe it has good intentions, but must he taken at a slow pace. (164-03-01/11-64)

Barbara:
[ don '[ know enough about it to say whether it will make a difference or not. 1 have gone through tao many
changes (Refonns). l'm not willing to invest the energy. (154-021-02/11-42)

Bruce:
1feel it answers basically the changes society has experienced. It answers these changes quite well.
(127-02-01111-35)

Charles:
[ think il is good for the future generation. With global change. workers need to be able to handle ne"'
siruations. We need changes. Especially in the new technology - computers. Books should be updaled.
We shouldn't have ta work with lextbooks that are over 10 years old and outdated. (125-02-01 11-48)

Corey:
If my understanding is correct. the main focus is ta make sure kids cao read and write by using a memod ...
wait a second ... basically the whole language approach. [s it bener? Il probably is. More kids \\;1I come
out leaming how 10 read and spell... (157-02-01111-32)

Emily:
1don't know. l think il is .,. it will benefil the srudenlS ultimately. Il is in lhe best interest of sludents. l
just hope they (Ministry) have the right implementation technique. 1hope lhe teachers that will have la
implement lhe new curriculum will believe in il and want 10 make it work. The older teachers are afraid of
it. Change is always frightening. Younger leachers are more adapting to change... anything that is used 10

help children learn and be inlerested in learning is a good thing. (136-04-05/11-89)

Fanny:
Isn'l it clear'? l'm for il and 1like il. even if it has not changed much of my teaching praclices... The new
Curriculum Reform is keeping up wilh the changes found in our society. Il is important that education
keeps up with the limes and change on a conlinuous basis just like our society does. tI25-05-06! II-50)

Gavin:
1 think.. from what [ have seen. that il goes in the right direction. Il respects the learner and it focuses on
essentialleaming. Good! ([67-06-24/10-27)

Maureen:
[ truly don 't feel [ kno", enough to answer mis question. (142-05-24/10-19)

Solly:
l'm skeptical in general. l don' t beheve mat much of what is being anempted is going 10 have a bearing in
schools such as this one. Classroom management is a serious obstacle to leaming and also the weak
srudents. (124-01-03111-29)

Thelma:
So far the idea seems good. They're stressing empowerment. but to what extent have teachers really been
consulted? Ho", realistic are we wilh the population we are dealing with [Oday? (122-01-03- 11-27)

Adele and Lina:
The same old program, which cornes back ail the time. Ifs old material with a new presentation - a new
cover. (F73.42-01-03ill-45)
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9. Explain whether or not you believe the Reform will succeed?

Alina:
Success depends on many factors: ifadministration is behind it. then it encourages teachers to make il a
success. If administration has no enthusiasm for the changes. then they will not he promoting or instigating
the changes. If a few teachers are team players and the rest are not: then the program is doomed.
(157·01-19/10-27)

Angela:
If teachers are not given more information and more resources. then 1don 't think it will succeed. 1f an
effon is made ta give more information and help teachers involved. then maybe it will succeed.
(156-02-01/11-38)

Ardley:
Yes 1do! And 1think it will succeed in the long run ... the same way whole language succeeded in the
long run. (164-03-01/1 1-66)

Barbara:
AIl the reforms that have been attempted to be implemented throughout these past 30 yean; have started a
downhill spiral. We must simply get back to basics. (154-01-01/11-45)

Bruce:
Il will succeed because they are forcing il on us. 1donOt see anybody out there having the power ta change
this. It will be irnplemented successfully. It takes into account the changes of our society.
(117-02-01111-37)

Charles:
... with the help of teachers and proper material. it will succeed. Otherwise having a new curriculum
without teacher training and proper equipment and books. it is doomed ta fail. (115·01-01 11-51)

Corey:
Probably not in ail areas. Every refonn. no maner what we have done. from the past to present. sorne kids
leam better in one system compared to another. (157-02-01.1 11-36)

Emily:
Depends on how you measure success. If the students going through the new curriculum are going to
benefit. of course it will be a success. Anything that benefits the student in the educational system is a
success. Well then the measuring stick will have to change. If everyone leams at different levels. we will
have to have special evaluation techniques measuring these different levels. ([36-04·05/11-95)

Fanny:
Weil 1have doubts because of our Union problems... 1do hope it does succeed because we can't just sray at
the same level ail the time. Yes it is nice to have a routine. but the world around us is changing ...
(125-05-06/11-54)

Gavin:
1think and really hope il will succeed. Everyone will have to put a lot of energy ta make it successful. :\nd
we must be ready te change. (167-06-14, 10-31)

Maureen:
Il will probably have a Iimited success - sorne areas will work. others won'L (142-05-14,'10-11)

Solly:
It will succeed just as much as any other program. ft will ail depend on the participation of those involved.
whether teachers believe that there is something of worth in the program. (124-01-03111-34)
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Thelma:
It won't ifall the participants are not involved. Ifteachers are not weil infonned on what mey are supposed
to do. if they are not given the resources. if the students don'l have the resources, and ifadministration
doesn't really know what is going on, it will not he successful. Il will be like ail the other refonns we have
started and dropped right in the middle of implementation. Il is not coherent. realistic, and the time frame is
nol weil defined. (122-0 1-03/11 ~30)

Adele and Lina:
They will change it in 5 to 10 years. Even if it is nol a success, they will keep il. Instead of trying it.
making adjustrnents and fine-tuning it, they are jumping the gun and implementing il right away.
(F73.42-01-03/11-47)

10, ln your opinion wbat is the change process?

Alina:
In my opinion, the change process is one that MUST stem from administration and the Ministr)'. They
should be pro\'iding the schools with up-to-date progress in every aspect of the program. The process must
be open and untainted. «57-02-19/10-33)

Angela:
UsuaUy at the beginning there are many mistakes made and then we try to impro\'e these mistakes. We \...·ill
need a lot of collaboration berween teachers, administration. students. and parents. (156-02-01 11-41 )

Ardley:
It involves a sensitization process. You have 10 convince sorne people OUl there. whether it is a teacher
group. parent group. You have ta convince them of the need ta change. because if you don't convince them
of the need. lhey')l wonder why do they have to change? (164-03-01 ·11 ~96)

Barbara:
First you have disbelief. deniaI. anger, and then finally acceptance. 1hate to minI< of change because 1
know just how much energy is was(ed to adjust. At the end we always go back ta our true and tried
methods. [find it heartbreaking. lt wears down our optimism and good feelings about teaching.
(154-01-02.11-47)

Bruce:
The change process is ta keep up with the times. Retrain myself constantly. (127-02-0 l, 11-41 )

Charles:
To implement we must go from bouom to 10p. not top to bottom. We need ta find out from the teachers.
industry. and then change should be implemented. It should nol be coming from administration - coming
down from (eachers and then to studenlS. (l25~02-0 1'1 1-56)

Corey:
Change is a differenl approach to solving problems. (157-02-01/11-39)

Emily:
Everybody thinks change i5 good. as long as (hey don't have to go through il. Because of lack of
infonnation there is resistance. Presently we are al this level of resistance. We don't know ho\\' to embark
on this change. So we are afraid. The nex( step is to galher information and then to evaluate ho\\' it will
affect us. The last step is acceptance. This fol1ows \Vith more security. Thesc are the steps (Q change. We
need the right suppon and encouragement from administration and the Ministry. (l36~04-05/ 11- 101)
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Fanny:
Usually it involves leaming something new. Trying something different. looking at the results and
hopefully you'U notice sorne change: and ifyou like il. you'll keep doing it. (125-05-06/11-62)

Gavin:
[t is the ability to question the status quo. to look at things as they could be otherwise. Open mind .,.
([67-06-24/10-35)

Maureen:
[can't answer this question... [don't understand it ... ([42-05-24/10-16)

Solly:
Growth - challenge of one's commonly held convictions. There has to be sorne sort of statie en\'Ïronment
or situation in order for it to be changed... Stability is an illusion. Change is constant.
(124-01--03/11-36 )

Thelrna:
New ... novelty... change in the sense that there is a new situation. new ways of seeing things. new
methods. Using something old in a differenr way. ([11-01-03/11-35)

Adele and Lina:
The change process is a trial period. Periods in which we experiment. analyze results. stop. and make
adjustmems. If need be we ahon our plans. We must know and understand what the real changes are
before implememarion. We should not he leaming as we are doing. Everything presenred so far is
ideology. hypothesis. We don't know what ro expect... Ifs ail about adaptation. They always ask us to
adapt. In our society we are asked to he generalists and specialists. al the same time. This is so
eonuadictory! (F73.42-0 1--03/ II-51)

t 1 a. What kind of feelings (emotions) ha\'e you experienced during the change process brought on by the
Reform?

Alina:
Since 1wasn't e\"en sure ofa Refonn going on. 1have no direct feelings on the marrer. (157-02-10: 10-37)

Angela:
Frustration - kind ofhelplessness - because no resources have been given and ifs up ra the teachers ta
accumulate materials. Anger for having [Q do mis work. basically on my O\\'Tl time. And. then. as weil as
feeling sorry for the students. If ['m spending major time researching. 1am not doing as good a job in
teaching as 1should be. (156-02-01111-45)

Ardley:
With teachers, I"ve - rve seen them display many. many different emotions. There is excitemem.
enthusiasm. there is ambivalence. and sorne c}llÎcism. there are many teachers dealing with a sense of bemg
overwhelmed.... What rm tTying to do is work with teachers. try to get them (Q relax. to reduce their
anxiety level. and get them to see how this can make their jobs really exciting. (164-03-01/11-120)

Barbara:
The person does not matter anymore. the student. the teacher. the parents - no one except the blind drive to
do this because they (Ministry) said they would. It doesn't matter ... it reminds me of an experimem ... no
matter. the results must be good. Nothing matters but their agenda. (154-01-02. Il-52)

Bruee:
[ have spent sleepless nights worrying that 1am just one step ahead of the students. Especially faced with
teaching new courses. (127-02-01/11-53)
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Charles:
Sorry state of affair ... teachers are frustrated due to the fact that they cannat give the best they can give to
the studems for lack ofproper equipment. training, etc. (125-02-01111-60)

Corey:
Sometimes frustrated. sometimes angry, ['m constantly asking myself why do we have to do this again'?
Why is there another change? Then tum to acceptance ... WeIl [go to do it and you do ie
(157-02-01/11-42)

Emily:
Questioning. putting up baniers and resistance. We don°t want to give up things that are working.
Resistance and frustration. Right now 1know that change is coming, so [ have accepted it. But 1want to
know exactly what is going to happen. 1am in a questioning phase because we have gotten very little
information. (136-04-05111-109)

Fanny:
Before 1started a Masters Program. 1knew nothing. This is where 1learned much about the Refonn. At
first [ was frightened. but as 1 learned more about it. 1 found it interesting. challenging. and now [ like iL
(125-05-06/11-65)

Gavin:
Excitement! 1find it is a wonderful opportunity to bring your staff together around a common project.
(167-06-24/10-38)

Maureen:
1get interested. but tend to think of many changes unnecessary. ([42-05-24 110-30)

Solly:
Doubt. ([24-0 I-OY 11 AI)

Thelma:
Confusion. cynicism. and anger - [ feel there was no valuable input from teachers. (111-01-03 /11-39)

Adele and Lina:
Frustration - anger - we are using the same with only different words. They've taken our present program
and changed the tenninology. Why change when we are not really changing'? It's ail a political game. for
political gains. Nobody really cares about the students. If they did. there would be more long-renn
planning. more long-tenn investments. Now. it is aIl short-term plans. Grandiose plans to dazzle the public
at large. (F73-42-03' Il-58)

Il b. What are ~'our colleagues· feelings on this matter?

Alina:
Since 1have not discussed this with my colleagues. 1cannat comment. (157-01-19/10-40)

Angela:
Frustration. (156-02-01: 11-49)
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Ardley:
. ..50 there is that certain feeling of being overwhelmed and having to do il aH at once. As administrators.
we work as much as on the emotional element - affective domains as weIl as we do with cognitive domain.
You have ta .. anyone involved in implementation. must understand others. ft is just not enough to say here
is your information and go out and meet the objectives. As people from the Ministry have pointed out. it is
important ta look at the Many ways in which ta implement the regime pedagogique and the more intensive
programs in bistory and science. 1think with this implementation we have leamed; basically this is not a
content program. it is a process program. And, you have to payas much anention ta emotions and feelings.
(164-03-01/11-126)

Barbara:
Many are echoing my sentiments. The young ones cannot see themselves working as teachers for very
much longer, because it is so damaging. They are finding ways to get out of this profession after a couple
of years of teaching. Many have experienced "bum-out" already. (154-01-02/11-57)

Bruce:
My colleagues' feelings are the same as mine. They wish they could teach the same courses every time
courses they know weil. They believe there is too much change - too fast. In the old system we taught the
same thing year after year. Now that 1have been here four to five years. everything changes ail the time ...
(127-02-0 li 11-48)

Charles:
The same thing 1am feeling. (125-02-01111-64)

Corey:
1don't know everybody. but IWO out of three people 1work with. don't find it pleasant. Not a pleasant
experience. They tao are fed up. ft is easier to deal with the devil you know. rather than the devil you
don't. (l57-02-0l.'[ [-44)

Emily:
1don't know... [ guess 1am echoing their feelings by asking questions: \Vhat are the changes coming? We
need more information. (136-04-05/1 1- [ 17)

Fanny:
1think they are feeling the sarne wayas when 1heard about the Reform for the first lime. This is due to the
fact that the workshops are not frequent enough and scheduled at regular intelyals. They are spread too far
apart. This has created great anxiety... an anxiety that lasts longer. before more information is given. They
should he meeting at least once a week with specialists able to answer their questions as they come up and
reassure them with answers ... In university, we meet every week and are able to discuss our questions and
concems and get answers. For teachers this is not possible. they don't meet regularly. Teachers need
continuous suppan. They should he meeting at [east once a week with specialists that are able to answer
questions and reassure them. 025-05-06/11-67)

Gavin:
Many are alsa excited, but sorne are afraid. and still others do not knaw. (167-06-24,'10-40)

Maureen:
Some seem ta be eager ta initiate change, others are nervaus or reluctant to change a teaching method.
which has warked forthem for years. (142-05·24/10-29)

Solly:
More skeptical than [am. 1really don 't knaw. (l24-0 1-03.' 11-43)

Thelma:
Same. confusion. cynicism. anger ... (122-01-03111-41)
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Adele and Lina:
Why change jusl for the sake ofsaying we are changing? Il is déjà vu. We have done this before. \\by
introduce it as new? They (administration) tell us things and we have trouble believing what we hear. We
have been deceived too many limes by tao many broken promises. We have become blasé. We feel used.
On paper it is great, but in practice it is something else. (F73.42-01-03/11-63)

Ile. Wbat are your prineipal's feelings 00 this matter?

Alina:
Nia

Angela:
The principal has basically given out infonnation that he's received from the School Board. He seems quile
enthusiastic about the changes. (156-02-01/11-51)

Ardley:
NIA

Barbara:
NIA

Bruce:
NIA

Charles:
Assume is the same. (125-02-01111-64)

Carey:
The principals are fed up tao. lt is easier with the devil you know, rather than the devil you don 't. They are
not ecstatic about il either. <f57-02-0 L' 11-46)

Emily:
NiA

Fanny:
The principal seems more excited about il ... although he doesn't know everything about il. Since he's not
teaching, he's not nervous. He wanlS us ta do il. (125-05-06: 11-75)

Gavin:
NIA

Maureen:
NIA

Sally:
1don'l know. ([~-OII03/l1-44)

Thelma:
No idea! (122-01-03.'11-42)

Adele and Lina:
NIA
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12 a. What have you Doticed in your behaviour while faced witb change?

Alina:
1doo't know. (157-02-19/10-46)

Angela:
1can cope with a lot of change. ([56-02-01/11-56)

Ardley:
NIA

Barbara:
Draining...because 1know that 1have to be geared up for disillusionment. Ifs like a bad relalionship .,. a
pattern ofgetting into bad relationships aIl the time ... 1see it coming and can't stop it. sa 1have ta give it
one more try. (154-01-02/11-60)

Bruce:
[have become more tolerant towards the students. 1am empathetic towards what they go through. They
are afraid. lack self-confidence. at first. Il makes il easier ta teach because [ feel the same way as the
students do. 1understand what they are going through. (127-02-01/11-53)

Charles:
1have become more negative because at every step of the way 1 feell am not given the properequipmem.
books. material. or training ta help the students prepare themselves for the future. Ali administration is
looking for are bodies and money: not whether students are properly trained or not. (125-02-01 11-66)

Carey:
lt depends on what the change is. Is it a positive change? If it is. fine. we 'Il be happy. When change
affects you in a negative way. you feel more stress. more wode. more everything. Of course you 'Il be
negative... (157-02-01 11-49)

Emily:
1can handle change weIl. l've been handling change aIl my life. l'm willing to try it. (136-04-05' 11-119)

Fanny:
1am more reflective and want prompt answers ta my questions... 1 like ta have someone with answers
around. When 1don't find answers. of course. [ get frustrated... (125-05-06,11-77)

Gavin:
Ready to move tao fast. Not very patient. Want ta try as saon as possible. d67-06-24/10-42)

Maureen:
1get interested. but tend to think ofmany changes as unnecessary. (142-05-2410-32)

Sally:
l'd rather be in a situation in which 1 will be doing the same thing. Sorne days are better than others.
(124-01-0311 1-46)

Thelma:
l'm interested. 1 want to know what it îs. 1think l'm starting to see new possibilities - new ways of
teaching. but l'm also frustrated by the lack of infonnation. (122-01-03, 11-44)
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Adele and Lina:
Fear - we are waiting. 1am scared for the clay ta come. 1 want ta gel out ofteaching before it happens.
This will help no one. not the teachers. not the students. We as teachers are never consulted. Yeso they
pretend to consult us on minor issues. but our suggestions are never respected or considered. rve become
more closed and negative. (F73.42-01-0311 1-37)

12 b. Wbat bave you Doticed in the bebaviour ofyour coDeagues?

Alina:
As my colleagues did not discuss this matter. 1don't know how they feel. (157-02-19/10-45)

Angela:
They are coping well~ everyone is coping. although they are quite unhappy. We have not received enough
infonnation about aIl the changes taking place. (156-02-0 1111-55)

Ardley:
NIA

Barbara:
Disillusionment has set in at aIl the age levels. Still there is a small flame of hope. (154-01-02. 11-63)

Bruce:
They are tired and fed up of ail these changes. (127-02-01111-57)

Charles:
The same. they want to get out as fast as possible - out of the education system. They want to get out a...
soon as they are eligible to get out. (125-02-01: ] 1-70)

Corey:
1think most people are working harder now to accomplish the things we have to do - whatever the changes
that we need to make. ft is tiresome for ail ofus. (157-02-01/] ]-53)

Emily:
There are 1\\'0 camps. Retiring teachers are not interested and the new teachers are happy to change.
(136-04-05i11-112)

Fanny:
Apprehensive. They (teachers) are negative. They don't want change. They don't want to go to
workshops. They want their routine. They believe they are professionals. They are teachers and thus know
how to teach. Sa let them be. They are not ail good teachers. but ... sorne want to participate and leam
and. weil. others ... 025-05-06:] 1-81)

Gavin:
Wait and see attitude ... "when 1will have the time. 1will change." They have many good reasons not to
change. (167-06-24/10·54)

Maureen:
Other than more discussions about change. there has been no change in behaviour. (142·05-2410-33)

Solly:
Probably less sensitized to change than 1am. (124-01-03, 11-49)

Thelma:
1haven't seen any overwhelming enthusiasm towards this Refonn and there are a lot of questions.
(122-01-0311 ]-47)
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Adele and Lina:
The same rear we have. (F73-42·01-03/11-74)

12 c. Wbat bave you noticed in the bebaviour of your principal?

Alina:
Sïnce my principal does not visit our pan of the building, 1am at a loss to even comment on rus normal
behaviaur. (157-02-19/10-45)

Angela:
Not much ... Basically the principal seems ta have a lot of confidence in the teachers in that they can
handle the changes. (156-02-0 II 11-51)

Ardley:
NIA

Barbara:
We keep changing principals. This is the faurth principal in four years. (154-01-02/11-65)

Bruce:
The principal is jusr doing his job. He is applying what the bosses - the Schaol Board - are teUing him 10

do. (127-02-01.'11-59)

Charles:
The principal 1keep away from. Not a warm human being - he is jusl doing his job and forcing reachers ro
do lheir job under poor circumstances. (125-02-01/11-75)

Corey:
1hardly ever see him and 1don 't know. (157-02-01/11-56)

Emily:
1dan't know. (136-0-t-05!11-116)

Fanny:
He seems la have accepted. in these hard times, that teachers will nat participate because of the Union work
to mie. He's doing his pan of the job. He's gathering information and when il will be time to pass it on 10

the teachers he will do 50 ....The Union is using this non-participation as a pressure tactic to negotiate for
the teachers. h has slopped because teachers are saying ifwe are only part-lime workers why do we have [0

leam anything new and implement new things ... Teachers are kind of righr - why should we work as
professianals if we are not valued as professionals. We are professionals! (125-05-06111-86)

Gavin:
Since l'm the principal ... (chuckling) ... it isjust wonderful! (167-06-24, lO-46)

Maureen:
We've just gOI a new principal. so 1can '1 really say. (142-05-24/10-35)

Sally:
1cao't say, 1really don 'r knaw. (114-01-03111-51)

Thelma:
The usual. Confusion. (121-01-03111-49)
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Adele and Lina:
Very positive. Whal can they do'? They basically do as theyare told. After aU, we must aU support what
our superiors say. (F73.42-01-03/11-76)

13. What cornes to miod when you hear the foUowing terms:

a) Teacher Leadership Capacity:

Alina:
Being a role model to other teachers. (157-02-19110-48)

Angela:
1 think Most teachers have the ability ta be leaders. Il is just that we need a linle bit ofguidance on ho\\'
best ta develop these leadership skills. (156-02-01/11-61)

Ardley:
1think that every staff. every subset of staff, has leaders and that al the administrative level you have ta
recognize this incredible capacity for teacher leadership. You have ta champion your teacher leaders. The
success of the Refonn is going to depend very much on those teacher leaders. (164-03-01/11-137)

Barbara:
1see it in different ways. Might Mean the teacher will have more input into the program -- selection of
materials ta be used -- or it couId mean that the teacher will do Most of the work involved in
implementation. Teachers will have more say in modifying or altering programs to suit personalities
(students). Might have more input. (154-01 -02/11-68)

Bruce:
We have a lot because we must adapt constantly. otherwise. we wouldn 't be in this profession.
(127-02-01 '1 1-61)

Charles:
Teachers will provide leadership provided they are given free reign to panicipate in the decision that
administration forces onto them. Vntil this happens. teachers will nol show leadership in anyway. Not until
their opinions are counted. (125-02-01.· 11-75)

Corey:
Yeso there is a relationship with teaching and our capacity: we have to know what we are doing.
(157-02-0 L Il-58)

Emily:
How much leadership can the teacher have? Weil. basically that's what you'lI be. a leader. To be a
facilitator you will have to be a leader. How competent or how weU you can exhibit leadership is teacher
leadership capacity. (136-04-05: 11-127)

Fanny:
Right now il is wilhin the cIassroom. The refonn wanIs trus to change. (125-05-06/11-94)

Gavin:
Shared decision-making --- community oflearners. (167-06-24/10-48)

Maureen:
Teachers will take on more work. (142-05-24/10-37)
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Solly:
Can't be a leader without collaboration. (124-01-03/11-53)

Thelma:
Fine - teachers being more assenive and more involved. ([22-01-03; Il-51)

Adele and Lina:
ln the c1ass. you manage your c1ass. and you take care of your problems. The new curriculwn confinns
what is already happening in the c1assroom. (F73.42-01-03/11-79)

b) Teamwork:

Alina:
Sharing matenal and classroom facilities. ([57-02-19/10-50)

Angela:
[ think teachers in general enjoy teamwork. You see collaboration in various courses. This is something
theyenjoy. (156-02-0 lJ 11-63)

Ardley:
Absolutely essential. So much of this success will depend on teamwork. The teachers sitting dO\\ll and
spending sorne time with each other. making plans together. sharing ideas, sharing resources. and sharing
concems. Teamwork is essential. As an administrator 1have to develop this teamwork - teamwork esprit.
(164-03-0 l: [ 1-(46)

Barbara:
Yeah. it might be.. if we weren't expected to baby-sir during the day. there would be more flexibility to
work as a team. We need more planning time for this to happen. They seem to think that if you are not in
front of the students you are nOl working. (154-01-02/11-72)

Bruce:
[ love teamwork. 1 work great with people. (127-02-0 L 11-63)

Charles:
Ir is a good idea. An excellent way of teaching the class. Because what one teacher may not kno\\'. the
other teacher will help the class get il. Ir will benefit the srudents as weil as society. (125-02-01 11-78)

Corey:
More and more of us are doing il - helping each other out. (l57-02-0 Ill-59)

Emily:
Essenrial in education, we need teamwork with students. faculry rnembers. and administrators. If we don't
have teamwork il will nOl succeed. (136-04-05/((-130)

Fanny:
Sorne people work in teams, sorne don't. The Reform wanls us to work in teams. It is not a bad thing. We
can share ideas and not repeat lessons from one c1ass to another. Working together, sharing, and helping
each other. (125-05-06/11-95)

Gavin:
Collegiality - key to the success of the Refonn. (l67-06-24IJ0-49)

Maureen:
Committee meetings. (142-05-24/10-38)
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SolIy:
Does not always mean agreeing, but challenging different points-of-view. (114-01-03/11-54)

Thelma:
Cooperation. sharing infonnation. strategies. sharing resources. (111-01-03/11-51)

Adele and Lina:
We work together-- ifs not easy. We share. here. in tbis depanment. (F73.42-01-03! 11-81)

c) Communication:

Alina:
The art of listening. speaking and understanding those around us. (157-02-19,- 10-51)

Angela:
From what 1 know from the Curriculum Refonn, communication will be extremely important. Teachers
will have to communicate more with each other, more than in the past. They \\;11 have to communicate me
same infonnation to the students. (156-01-01/11-65)

Ardley:
Weil. you have to communicate. We have to keep channels open. 1have to be able to hear frustration. 1
know that sometimes there is a leadership style that says 1don't want to hear your problems. Weil. 1ha\'e
to be able to hear people's problems. 1have to be able to communicate concems of the staff. And so, t\\'o
way channels have to be kept open aIl the way through. (164-03-01:'10-150)

Barbara:
Each level has its o\\n problems. Administration listens. but their hands are tied. \Ve have good
communication in this schooI. but their hands are tied. You can say that administration has communication
with impotence. (154-01-02/11-76)

Bruce:
ft (communication) is terrible from the Ministry to the teachers - from the Commission to the teachers - but
between teachers il is good. (127-02-01'11-64)

Charles:
There is no communication - proper communication in our job. If there was good communication between
administration and teachers, 1think teachers would have excellent results in whatever they are doing.
(125-02-01 il 1-8 1)

Corey:
Where? It is important. especially between administration and teachers - teachers and students.
(157-01-01/11-60)

Emily:
Good communication is important with the student and colleagues for cross-curricular knowledge to be
anained. (136-04-05, 11-131)

Fanny:
Talking to each ether. but also it means to me. passing the ward along. The Ministry would pass the word
to the principal and the principal ta the teacher. Now. 1 feel the communication process does nol trickle
down to the teachers. (l25-05-06ill-98)

Gavin:
Among ail sLakeholders - especially parents/teachers. home/school. (167-06-24:'10-50)
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Maureen:
More meetings. (142-05-24/10-39)

Sally:
People have ta he unafraid of saying what they think - not judge one another - put personal insecurities
aside. (124-01-03/11·55)

Thelma:
Talking - expressing what we are thinking. (122-01-03/11-53)

Adele and Lina:
There is none. In schools like tbis one, there is not enough time. Sometimes 1say 1 hope 1don't meet
people (other teachers) sa 1can get my work done. 1don't want to work at home; 1 tty to get my work done
in school. (F73.42·0 1-03/11-83)

d) Participatol1' Decision ~Iaking:

Alina:
When decisions are no longer made by one person: il is a collaborative effo" by a11 in a group - the
challenge is ta come ta a mutual consensus. (157-02-19/10-53)

Angela:
To me it sounds like an ideal situation. where everyone takes part in decisions - colleagues. administration.
Everyone feels that they have a say in what is going on. Hopefully this is where the ne\\' Curriculum
Reform willlead to. (156-02-01/11-68)

Ardley:
Once again. the success of Curriculum Refonn is not going to depend on the vice-principal saying here is
the program folks and you are going ta have ta do il. We have (Q work with people. Maybe we will stan
off envisioning one thing and then after going through a consensus and working towarcis the building of
consensus. it may come out looking different. We have to be prepared for that. You know consensus is
different from the beginning and al the end of the road. But. as administrators we have ta be prepared and
say look ifwe want ta build a consensus that's where il might take you. At least everybody is on board, as
opposed to you know.. Sa it wont' be that top-doMI ... lhat's for sure. (164-03-01 il 1·155)

Barbara:
Hardly. How can that be? [don't see this happening. Itjusl cannat be done. Ali these lhings imply
meetings and meetings take time and there is no time. ([54-01-02 11-78)

Bruce:
There is none. We have no decision-making powers allowed. We are told what to do ail the lime. And if
they do ask us to make a decision. it is not considered. for they have already made up their minds
beforehand. (127-02-0 Il 11-66)

Charles:
Again il is poor. Decisions come from the top. 'Ne must adhere wherher we like it or not.
(125-02-0 li 11-83)

Carey:
A rare thing. Should be the common thing. (157-02-0 l, 1}-61)

Emily:
Participatory decisions make student centred-learning. Students will be calling the shots on how fast and
what they learn. Teachers. of di ffe rent subjects. will ail have to work together and set more global
objectives. (136-04-05/1 1-134)
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Fanny:
Like a democratic world everyone has a pan. We must make the decisions together. This does not eXlst at
ail. Hopefully it will happen. We are still handed things down. They (Ministry) have handed sorne power
ta the parents before giving any to the teachers. (U5-05-06/11-lOS)

Gavin:
Consultation - being a good listener.... Needs organization and planning. (167-06-24/10-51)

Maureen:
A lot of discussion. (42-05-24/10-40)

Solly:
For aIl it is a virtue - can be time consuming and frustrating - there has ta be room for individuality.
(124-01-03/11-57)

Thelma:
Involved in the significant changes to come. ([22-01-03/11-54)

Adele and Lina:
Absence. None. 1always feIt that the teachers with more seniority have power. Ifs the administration
against the teachers. They pretend to listen ta teachers. Teachers with less seniority are afraid ta speak
because they know tao weil what will happen if they do. This is a problem. (F73.42-01-0Y] ]-86)

e) Teacher Empowerment:

Alina:
Delegating your power to other studems. (157-02-]911 0-56)

Angela:
From what 1see. the teachers do have quite a bit of power. ifthey are the one's gathering rnaterial and
deciding how ta distribute information ta the students. But this may be because 1don't have ail the
information on how things are to be done. (156-02-01/11-73)

Ardley:
[ hope teachers will feelthe power.... 1hope teachers will say that this is very liberating. Il liberates us as
professionals. 1know that [ keep coming back to that history teacher analogy... Let's see how we can
bring in the community. Let's do a project on Veterans, let's do a project on our city when it was a
seigniorial village and look at old records. 50 it ernpowers the teacher ta get out of the curriculum box. To
be able ta change not only sorne of the content, but how things are being done. Change the way they do
evaluation. ft is very empowering. Very empowering for the students, tao. 1hope what it means, ten years
from now; [ hope people aren't saying weU we have to do this because... 1don't want to hear students
saying that and 1don't want teachers saying that. 1 want to hear people say: "Hey l'm so excited about this.
1have chosen to do this and my class has chosen to do this." ft works just as much for children as for
teachers. (164-03-0),11-142)

Barbara:
Our society does not believe in education. It does not believe we (teachers) are worthy, especially since we
are not paid at a high level just like hockey players. 50mething is "Tong with society. We do not see
people as having value. Respect is imponant. We need ta get back ta a more gen teel society. We are a1l sa
isolated with video garnes, Walkmans. Persan ta persan communication does not seem valuable anymore.
(154-01-02/11-80)

Bruce:
None - we have no power. (127-02·01111-69)
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Charles:
No, there is no teacher empowennent. Teachers feel hopelessly let down. They are told what to do and

they cannot do more than that. If they do, they are reprimanded. Did you know that? ··Why are you
enriching it. students don't understand?" ((25-02-01111-85)

Corey:
Again, an area where there should he a vast improvement. Teachers should have more power in dealing
with students whose behaviour is lacking. (157-02-01/11-63)

Emily:
Thafs a difficult one to comment on because the Govemmem at the moment has not empO\\'ered teachers
to do anything. As a matter of fact we feel devalued. If you are not valued as a person of knowledge ho\\:
can teachers feel empowered? How do you want teachers to he part ofthis change. ifthey are not valued'?
If teachers are jUSl pan-time workers how is this to work? (136-04-05/11-136)

Fanny:
Within our class we have il. Outside the class. no. Yes, we discuss things. but it aIl depends on the
principal. No teacher is given the power to make decisions outside the classroom. (125-05-06, II-lOS)

Gavin:
Finding their strengths. (167-06-2411 0-52)

Maureen:
Taking charge of certain aspects of curriculum - probably means more worlc. no textbooks or manuals.
(142-05-24/10-41 )

Sally:
To the extent they are prepared to empower themselves. (l24-01-03/11-59)

Thelma:
More say for teachers in whal is going on -- more independent in decision policy.
(122-01-03ill-55)

Adele and Lina:
No. 1feel controlled. 1never feft power. Only in my class. nowhere else. 1have always felt led.
(F73.42-01-03/lI-S9)

f) Lifeloog Learning:

Alina:
Incorporating life experience in the curriculum and guiding individuals ta further their interests (not only in
academia). (157-02-1911 0-59)

Angela:
1think ifs great! 1 think everybody should be leaming everyday of his or her life. If you stop leaming you
mayas weIl stop living. (156-02-01'11-74)

Ardley:
Weil ... we kIlow that.. when 1was teaching science in grade 6. maybe grade 10: 1kIlew that kids would
probably forget the information on the project they were doing probably within 25 minutes ofhandling.
But if they were giving a presentation to the c1ass. on the solar system. and the class clapped at the end of
the presentation and the teacher said WOW fama·nic drawing. you really spoke weil ... that would be
remembered forever. That would be ... you know ... in what helps 10 develop a child. Feeling yeah 1couId
speak. (164-03-0 Il 11-172)
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Barbara:
For the teacher? 1disagree with the idea ofaccumulating degrees for the sake ofaccumulating degrees. 1
don't see holding a degree making that person a better teacher. A Ph.O. does not make you better. more
human. or a better teacher. People need to have a more open mind. Yeso you must know what is going on
in the world. We neecl a constant thirst for knowledge. but how can this be evaluated? (154-01-02.11-82)

Bruce:
We constantly have to update - we are always leamingo (127-02-01/11-70)

Charles:
Education is a lifelong leaming process provided il is handled well. If the proper equipment. books. proper
training ofteachers is done weil the world will become a better place to live in. Il is my dream. but 1don °t
think it will happen. Leaming is most important. The more you leam. the better you become.
(125-02-01/11-88)

Corey:
Definitely. each and everyday we learn more. (157-02-01111-62)

Emily:
The ideas are very good if the end result will be that the student acquires skills that will help him wIth his
entire life. Teach confidence. self-reliance. (136-04-05/11-140)

Fanny:
rm 30 years old and 1believe that 1 willleam something new everyday. rm tr)ing to teach this to my
students. I"ve spoken to parents about il. 1know il is part of the refonn. It is good. (125-05-0611-110)

Gavin:
Developing critical thinkers. (167-06-24:10-53)

Maureen:
An imponant idea. (142-05-24'10-43)

Solly:
Trying new things. nOl being afraid to change one's lifesryle. (124-01-03 11-60)

Thelma:
It means going and getting new training. adding to your training. going to university. (122-01 -01 Il-56)

Adele and Lina:
1 want it. but il is not available. If we want. it is up to us [0 go to university. Ali the courses we have asked
to participate in have been refused us by administration. We are really on our OW11. (F73.42-0 1-03 11-91)

g) Cross-curriculum:

Alina:
Blending classes - showing that aIl classes are integrated. that there are no true delineation between an

English course and a Records Management course. (157-02-19' 10-61 )

Angela:
From what 1 understand il is an excellent concept. Studenls should realize that what they learn in one
course should not SIOp at the final exam. Their knowledge should be applied 10 other courses. Science
teachers correcting English. Il should be emphasized to students. Basically at the moment it is nO[
emphasized enough. (156-02-0J!11-76)
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Ardley:
NIA

Barbara:
There are sorne things that lend themselves to cross-curricular learning. but ir is wrong ta expect teachers ta
he generalists. Learning structure in grammar leads to leaming structure in science. AlI is interrelared.
(154-01-02111-87)

Bruce:
We teach courses from different programs. We do practice cross-curricular learning... (127-02-01 11-71)

Charles:
It is good. It will help the students understand various things in life. It gives teachers a good perspective of
what is happening and know different subjects. ([25-02-01/11-92)

Corey:
At our level we are doing .... Crossing. for example: in teaching English and Math and both at the same
time. (157-02-01111-164)

Emily:
No one discipline is onto itself. Everything is interconnected. We have to develop as a whole person
sociaIly. academically. (136-04-05/11-142)

Fanny:
This has been happening for a long time. Mostly in the elementary school because the teacher teaches more
than one subject. Many teachers link subject to subject. It is happening. Ir is not a problem.
([25-05-06/11-112)

Gavin:
Pedagogical project. (167-06-24' 10-54)

Maureen:
Integrating ideas or lhemes into many different subject areas - can be a goed idea. but can aise be Iimiting.
(142-05-24, 10-44)

Solly:
[ think the word is an oxymoron. (124-01-03/11-61)

Thelma:
[ntegrating contents of different sections. (122-01-03/ II-57)

Adele and Lina:
We practice this already. (F73.42-01-03ill-92)

b) Success For AIl:

Alina:
Everyone is a winner in education. Everyone leams at his/her own pace - knowing that. al the end they will
succeed. (157-02-19/10-66)

Angela:
From what 1 understand. we must encourage the students by letting them know that yes they have the ability
to succeed. Having said that. 1 think we encourage children in special education and children with physical
disabilities without having them realize they do have limitations. This is what 1have seen in my area of
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teaching. These students want their diplomas, but they do not have the ability. As far as encouragement.
yes it is necessary. but the limits have to he kept in mind as weIl. (156-02-01/11-79)

Ardley:
NIA

Barbara:
No. Must redefine what success is. Making everyone pass the same course is impossible. Everyone should
feel they are good at something, but there is a need for ditTerent streams. We should not make people feel
that they could try and try until they succeed. In life there are no second chances. We are sending the
wrong message. (154-01-02/11-90)

Bruce:
Once students come out ofhere, the teachers become successful- we are aIl successfuL (127-0.2-01 11-73)

Charles:
Thal is the big question! 1don't know if everyone will be successfuL Everyone is successful. but provided
not to the point they want to. Everyone cannot be the same. They become bener than what they were
before, but it doesn't Mean that they have achieved their goal or end. (125-02-01/11-95)

Corey:
[t is a dream! But what does success Mean? If you Mean academic success, tbat is the dream. (t is just not
going to happen. No matter what curriculum you have. You need a lot more resources tO make kids more
successful. Until govemment puts ils money where ilS mouth is to hire extra teachers. get extra resources: it
is just not going to happen. The way we deal with slow students is just pathetic. The worst idea is just ta

integrate special ed. srudems. ([57-02-05111-67)

Emily:
Integration of aIl kinds of students into me main stream: learning impaired. socially impaired. This is a
heavy load! This is upsetting Many teachers. Success for aIl is only possible if we change our evaluation
methods and create more different competencies for different people. This means changing our standards.
(136-04-05- 11-144)

Fanny:
This is the objective of the New Refonn. This is their motta. lt is someming ( wish upon aIl my kids and (
wanl them to succeed. 50 rm happy that the Minisrry wants this. Sorne students have a harder lime. but
rve .... Vou look at gro""n people, sorne had a hard time, but they are now successful adults. So ( don't see
why as a kid having trouble ... doesn 't rnean they will not be successful in 30 years. Based on things we
should be able ta offer them. wc can help students. We have the capacity and knovIo'ledge to do il. We need
to change the mea...urements of success. 1t can't be the same for everyone. (125-05-06, 11-113)

Gavin:
Adapted programs: the need of a lot of resources. (167-06-24 ï 0-55)

Maureen:
Requires a lot more support than students are getting. (142-05-24, 10-45)

Solly:
Quite frankly, ( think that high school is an imperfect institution and success for the majority of students
means a little more than getting out. (f sorne learning takes place along the way - then great! Teachers
realize more than anyone else ... success has more to do with the student's initiative than the instructor in
the classroom. (124-01-03,11-62)

Thelma:
Wishful thinking - not very realistic. (12.2-01-03/11-58)
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Adele and Lina:
No. This is a nice word. but not a reality; ifs a myth. The Ministry is not giving us the wols for us teachers
ta do this. They give us words not resources to get things done. We have no tools. (F73.42-01-03 /11-93)




